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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Dear Parents
What is your stand-out memory from 2012-13?
So many vivid pictures crowd my head: the hilarious bottle dance in Fiddler
on the Roof; our Year 11 group photo on Results Day, complete with 99 Flakes
in celebration of their triumphant new record; Chrissy Rouse on Presentation
Evening, winning the Triumph Triple Challenge at 160mph; Rebecca Cruxton’s
smile as she described her invitations to Buckingham Palace and Australia as St
John Ambulance National Cadet of the Year! Memories created with our sister
schools, too: friendly sporting battles at the ESF Olympics; former strangers
waving from the masts of a tall ship a hundred feet above the water; moments of
brilliance in the Business Game; mountain-top experiences in Zambia.
Unforgettable memories of unforgettable students! This Yearbook has only been able
to capture a few of the experiences and achievements of another brilliant year, but it’s
enough to make one thing clear – alongside a great sense of fun, our students have
shown real grit and determination, not to mention sheer courage.
An Emmanuel education is not for the faint-hearted – and that applies equally to us as
teachers and parents! But there’s a reason for the pace and the rigour: the purpose of
education is to prepare children for adult life – physically, intellectually and morally.
We have just seven years together, and we want each student to leave Emmanuel with
the wisdom and resources to make life useful and happy, equipped to go on learning
for the rest of their life. In fact, we want to educate them for eternity.
So there’s no risk of the pace falling oﬀ at Emmanuel! I can promise you that we
will continue to push our students out of their comfort zone and hand to them the
responsibility for learning, engaging their minds in the classroom and challenging
them physically beyond. We will continue to expect of every student that as they
discover and develop their gifts they will use them to enrich the lives of others. And I
suspect that they will continue to exceed our expectations!
Sincere congratulations to your children on their achievements during another
wonderful academic year, and a heart-felt thank you for trusting us with their
education, and for sharing in the work. May our children’s memories of their school
days be warm ones, and may they become adults who are truly wise, thoroughly
useful and genuinely happy.
Warmly yours
JONATHAN P WINCH
Principal
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Sixth Form Bursary Scheme
The Principal has this year awarded four scholarships, each of which is worth £1,000
over three years. These scholarships are awarded to reﬂect the academic, social, cultural,
spiritual and personal contributions and achievements of students in their Sixth Form
years. These awards are made in advance of A Level or BTEC results being known.
This year’s scholarships go to:
David Allinson, Thomas Hetherington, Rachel Moorhead and Katy Watson

The following students achieved outstanding results in each of the subjects listed
and are to receive £100 bursaries from the Business/Industry Sponsors mentioned
alongside, to whom we are deeply grateful.
A Level:
Biology

James Wilson

Wearside Footwear

Chemistry

Jack Collier

Emmanuel Award

Drama

Jordan Bone

Emmanuel Award

Economics

Rachael Lally

Kinnair & Co

English Language

Rosie Hewitson

Emmanuel Award

English Literature

Andrew Cooper

Emmanuel Award

French

Elspeth Thomas

Emmanuel Award

Further Mathematics

Catherine Whittock

Emmanuel Award

Geography

Rachael Lally

Emmanuel Award

German

Elspeth Thomas

Emmanuel Award

History

Elspeth Thomas

Emmanuel Award

Mathematics with Mechanics

Jack Collier

Norstead

Mathematics with Statistics

Natalie Corbett
Mark Eglintine

Emmanuel Award

Physics

Matthew Dowens

Emmanuel Award

Religious Studies

Haiden Bell

Emmanuel Award

Technology

Thomas Hetherington

Emmanuel Award

BTEC Business

Anna Peacock

Emmanuel Award

BTEC Engineering

Abigail Gordon

The Rotary Club of
Whickham Clavering

Special Endeavour Award

Lauren Gray

Emmanuel Award
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Key Stage 3 Teacher Assessment
At the end of Year 9 all students receive teacher assessments in English, mathematics
and science. The results below demonstrate the position in which Year 9 students are
against the national picture.

Cumulative percentages of students gaining each level
in the teacher assessments (199 students)

Mathematics

Science

English

8

7

6

5

4

3

Below 3

College

12

46

88

98

100

100

100

National

8

31

61

83

94

98

99

College

10

31

69

92

98

100

100

National

1

19

54

85

96

98

99

College

11

38

75

98

100

100

100

National

1

15

52

85

96

98

99

N.B. National comparisons are against 2012 results as summary information is not yet available for
2013. Percentages may not total 100% due to instances where there was insuﬃcient information to
calculate a teacher assessment level.

GCSE

College results against
previous targets

Target
for
2013

Result
for
2013

Target
for
2014

National
average
(2012 results)

Students gaining 5 A*-C

100%

99.5%

100%

81%

Students gaining 5 A*-C including English
and mathematics

90%

91%

90%

59%

Students gaining the English Baccalaureate
(77% of the year group were eligible)

77%

63%

77%

18%

Students making expected progress in English

90%

89%

90%

67%

Students making expected progress in
mathematics

90%

95%

95%

68%

Students achieving CC or higher in science

85%

82%

90%

not available

B

B

B

not available

A*-B Grades

70%

67%

70%

53%

A*-E Grades

100%

100%

100%

98%

B

B

B

N/A

20%

15%

20%

9%

A Level

Average grade per entry (from capped best 8)

Average grade per entry
Students achieving AAB in facilitating
subjects*

* Facilitating subjects are: maths and further maths, physics, biology, chemistry, history, geography,
modern and classical languages and English literature

ATTENDANCE RECORD

The College attendance record from September to May study leave shows
attendance after absences for illness and other authorised absences at 95.97%.
The authorised absences are shown at 3.96% and the unauthorised at 0.08%.
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Adv a n c e d L e v e l (Year 13)
No. of
entries

Subject
Applied ICT
Applied Science
Art
Biology
Business Studies
Chemistry
Drama
Economics
English Language
English Literature
French
Further Mathematics
Geography
German
History
Mathematics with Mechanics
Mathematics with Statistics
Music
Physical Education
Physics
Religious Studies
Technology

No. of students achieving each grade
(grades A*-E are full passes)

8
10
3
25
5
17
4
22
26
18
15
4
11
10
19
22
14
4
5
18
16
14

A*

A

1

5

2
1
1
6
2
1
1
2
3
4
6
4

5
3
5
3
7
6
1
3
5
5
4
4

4
1

3
5
3

B
2
4
2
8
1
5

C
2
5
1
4
4
4

D
4
1

7
9
4
5
1
4
2
9
6
5
3
2

7
6
5
3
1
2

2
2

1
4
1
1
1
4
5
1

2
8

E

U

7
1

2

2
3
3
2

4

AS L e v e l (Year 12)
No. of
entries

Subject

Applied ICT
Applied Science
Art
Biology

9
7
10
45

Business Studies
Chemistry
Drama
Economics
English Language
English Literature
French
Further Mathematics
Geography
German
History
Latin
Mathematics with Mechanics
Mathematics with Statistics
Music
Physical Education
Physics
Religious Studies
Technology

8
38
8
32
42
23
11
12
22
21
25
1
22
44
4
13
29
27
8

No. of students achieving each grade
(grades A-E are full passes)
A
1

B
2

D
5
1
1
9

E

3
10

C
1
5
4
10

2
11
2
12
1
7
15
8
4
8
5
11
5
1
12
22
1
3
11
10

2
10
6
7
12
7
2
3
2
3
10

1
8
1
10
10
5
5
1
7
7
5

1
6

1
2

5
3
3

3
2

4

2

2

6
11
3
2
9
9
5

2
4

5

1

2
1

2
3

2
1

4
4
7
1

U

1
5
1

5

1
1

2

BTE C (Year 13)
No. of
entries

Subject
Business
Engineering
Science

8

20
13
16

Distinction*

Distinction

Merit

Pass

4
12

9
1
4

3

4

6

6

Incomplete/Fail

YEAR 13 SUMMARY STATISTICS (2012 ﬁgures are shown in brackets)
There were 114 students in the year group (114 in 2012). 80% of students studied A Levels predominantly
(82% in 2012), with the remaining studying a mixture of A Level and vocational qualiﬁcations.
Percentage of grades at A*
Percentage of grades at A*-B
Percentage of grades at A*-E
Percentage of students achieving AAB in facilitating subjects*
Average total points score per student**
Average point score per entry

16% NR (12%)
67% NR (60%)
100% (100%)
15% NR (14%)
323 NR (304)
99 NR (96)

= New Record
* Facilitating subjects are: maths and further maths, physics, biology, chemistry, history, geography, modern and classical
languages and English literature
** UCAS points: A* = 140, A = 120, B = 100, C = 80, E = 40
NR

Students achieving 340 points or more :

49 (39)
Grades

Olivia Bell
Rosie Hewitson
Jack Collier
James Wilson
James Soulsby
Andrew Cooper
Matthew Dowens
Catherine Whittock
Michael Herries
Rachael Lally
Peter O’Donnell
Natalie Corbett
Sophie Robinson
Elspeth Thomas
Katy Watson
Aristotelis Pahatouridis
Elliott Johnson
Jessica Leighton
Louis Cabral
Jordan Bone
Abigail Gordon
Charles Johnson
Ezra Kitson
Kate Murphy
Elliot Chaplin
Mustafa Aslam
Samuel Bailey
Georgia Banks
Adam Cupples
Emily Miller
Katherine Phillips
Joshua Barney
Jordan Coates
Grace Courty
Mark Eglintine
Ryan Musgrove
Andrew Armstrong
David Bowe
Callum Fairbairn
Alexandra Gill
Sarah-Jane Phalp
Fibon Nyadu
Rebecca Bainbridge
Luke Bradley
Emma Harris
Sophie Page
Anna Peacock
Ajit Prasad
Bilal Shahpal

Biology, Chemistry, French, German, History, Lamda Gold
English Language, English Literature, French, History, Philosophy, Lamda Gold
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, Lamda Gold
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics
Drama, English Language, English Literature, History, Lamda Gold
English Literature, French, German, History
Chemistry, Further Mathematics, Mathematics, Physics
French, Further Mathematics, German, Mathematics
Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, Technology
Economics, Geography, Religious Studies, Extended Project, Lamda Gold
Economics, History, Religious Studies, French, Lamda Gold
French, German, Mathematics, Chemistry, Philosophy
Biology, Chemistry, French, Art, English Language, Philosophy
French, German, History, Religious Studies
Art, English Language, English Literature, French
Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, Art, Further Mathematics
Chemistry, Further Mathematics, Mathematics, Physics
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Lamda Gold
English Literature, History, Mathematics, Economics
Biology, Chemistry, Drama, Mathematics, Lamda Silver
Engineering - BTEC Extended Diploma
Engineering - BTEC Extended Diploma
Biology, Chemistry, History, French
Drama, English Language, English Literature, Lamda Gold
English Literature, History, Mathematics, Philosophy, Physics
Chemistry, Economics, Mathematics, Biology
Technology, Engineering - BTEC Diploma
Economics, English Language, History, French
Engineering - BTEC Extended Diploma
Biology, Mathematics, Technology, Chemistry, Lamda Silver
English Language, English Literature, French, Philosophy
Further Mathematics, Mathematics, Physics, Philosophy
Technology, Engineering - BTEC Diploma
French, General Studies, Geography, History
Biology, Economics, Mathematics
Biology, Economics, Mathematics, Chemistry
Geography, History, Religious Studies
History, Business - BTEC Diploma
Geography, Business - BTEC Diploma
Biology, French, German, Chemistry
Economics, English Language, Mathematics
Economics, German, Mathematics, Chemistry
Economics, French, German, Lamda Gold
Economics, Mathematics, Physical Education, German
Applied ICT, Business - BTEC Diploma
English Language, English Literature, Religious Studies
Applied Science, Business - BTEC Diploma
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics
Applied ICT, Business - BTEC Diploma

University
Further study

Student Destinations after Year 13
78
Work/work with training
15
Gap year

Points

AAAA*(A)Dn
A*A*BA(B)Dn
AA*A*A*Dn
A*A*A*A*
AA*ABMt
A*AA*A*
AAA*A*
AA*AA*
AA*A*(B)
A*A*A(B)Dn
AA*A(A)Mt
AAA*(B)(A)
ABA(C)(A)(B)
A*A*A*(A)
BA*AB
BA*A(C)(B)
BBAA
BBA(A)Dn
AA*A(B)
BCA*(C)Mt
Dn*Dn*Dn*
Dn*Dn*Dn*
AAA(A)
AA*BPs
AAC(A)(D)
AAA(C)
ADn*Dn*
AAA(C)
Dn*Dn*Dn
BBB(D)Dn
AAB(B)
CAA(A)
BDn*Dn*
CBBB
AAA*
CBA*(B)
A*BA
ADnDn
BDn*Dn
BAA(E)
BA*A
BAB(D)
BCAMt
CAB(C)
BDnDn
A*AC
DDn*Dn*
BBA*
CDn*Dn

12
9
9

625
610
600
560
545
540
520
520
510
500
495
490
490
480
460
450
440
445
430
425
420
420
420
420
410
400
400
400
400
395
390
380
380
380
380
370
360
360
360
360
360
350
345
340
340
340
340
340
340
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GCSE
Subject

No. of
entries

Art

44

ASDAN (Cope Award)

7

Biology

86

Business Studies

51

Chemistry

86

Core Science

No. of students achieving each grade
A*

A

B

C

D

8

7

13

12

4

E

G

U

7
32

25

2

1

5

19

21

5

32

21

6

93

7

30

41

13

Additional Science

93

10

27

46

10

Drama

15

6

6

3

Economics

72

20

35

13

4

English

197

16

51

62

55

13

English Literature

197

23

61

66

40

6

Food and Nutrition

22

3

12

4

3

French

132

14

21

21

55

18

Geography

100

4

19

32

33

12

German

52

11

16

18

6

1

History

77

14

32

15

9

5

2

ICT

24

2

9

10

3

Latin Language

12

12

Latin Literature

9

9

197

33

63

47

42

9

2

Music

9

4

3

1

1

Physical Education

36

2

3

10

12

8

1

Physics

86

22

36

23

5

Religious Education

196

37

62

50

30

11

2

Technology

197

45

84

61

7

Mathematics

F

26
27

1
2

1
2

1

1

3

1

BTEC
Subject

No. of
entries

Distinction *

Distinction

Merit

Pass

3

8

6

Applied Science Level 2 Extended
Certiﬁcate

17

Business Level 2 Diploma

14

8

1

5

Engineering Level 2 Diploma

23

4

4

9

6

ICT Level 2 Extended Certiﬁcate

39

12

1

15

11

12

Fail

YEAR 11 SUMMARY STATISTICS (2012 ﬁgures are shown in brackets)
There were 197 students in the year group (197 in 2012)
Number

Percentage

Students attaining 5+ A*-C grades

196 (195)

99.5%NR (99.0%)

Students attaining 5+ A*-C grades including English and mathematics

179 (172)

90.9% (87.3%)

Students gaining the English baccalaureate (77% of students eligible)

123 (112)

62.9%NR (56.9%)

Students attaining 10+ A*-C grades

176 (163)

89.3%NR (82.7%)

Percentage of grades at A*-A

991 (959)

41.0%NR (40.5%)

2278 (2137)

94.1%NR (90.2%)

Percentage of grades A*-C
Average total points score per student**

583.5NR (567.2)

Average points score per entry
NR

47.4NR (46.7)

= New record

** Points score: A* = 58, A = 52, B = 46, C = 40, D = 34, E = 28, F = 22, G = 16

NATIONAL COMPARISONS
In our specialist subjects of
English, science, mathematics
and technology the following
percentages were achieved:

A*-A

A*-C

Emmanuel

National

Emmanuel

National

English

34%

14%

93%

64%

Mathematics

49%

14%

94%

58%

Technology

65%

18%

100%

62%

Biology*

67%

40%

99%

90%

Chemistry*

69%

42%

100%

90%

Physics*

67%

42%

100%

91%

* College enters 44% of students for separate science GCSEs. This is not the case nationally where only the most able 25%
of students are entered. College believes that separate science GCSE is by far the best course for 16-year olds and is the
strongest preparation possible for success at A Level.

Students achieving 11 or more A* / A : 30 (27)
Sophie Farrell
Rachel Hammerton
Frederick Potts
Anna Cummins
James Knox
Cameron Barker
Olivia Coltman
Sarah Burgess
Benjamin Gorman
Robin Larkin
Ashif Khan
Sarah Bond
Mary Winn
Adele Woolsey
Joe Parkin
Julie Chung
Bethan Thomas
Kara Ferguson
Harriet Miller
Khushbu Srivastava
Erin McHutchieson
Hope Barney
Connor Reed
Rebecca Hopkins
Monjur Hussain
Benjamin Spence
Katherine Pattinson
Callie Ferguson
Holly Henderson
Sarah Reay

A*
12
12
12
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2

A

1
2
2
1
3
3
2
4
3
3
5
6
6
5
5
5
6
8
8
7
7
7
9
8
8
9

Year 11 Academic Award Winners
Excellence
Frederick Potts
Rachel Hammerton
Cameron Barker
Endeavour
Aimee Shaw
Samuel Pendleton
Amber Varty

Student Destinations after Year
11
Remaining at Emmanuel College
126
Leaving for full-time study elsewhere,
employment and/or training
71
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UNIVERSITY COURSES COMMENCING AUTUMN 2013
Aberdeen

Robinson

Sophie Elizabeth

BSc

Neuroscience with Psychology

Bangor

Greenwell
Hetherington

Melissa
Thomas

BA
BSc

German/Accounting (4 years)
Psychology

Bath

Blanchﬂower

Hannah

BSc

Sociology and Social Policy

Cambridge

Collier
Lally
Thomas

Jack Joseph
Rachael
Elspeth Ruth

BA
BA
BA

Natural Sciences
Geography
Modern and Medieval Languages

Glasgow

Bone
Courty

Jordan Craig
Grace

BSc
MA

Islam
McCartney

Syed
Sam

MA
MA

Microbiology
History (Medieval/Modern or Medieval/
Modern/Scottish)
Economics
Economic and Social History

Harper Adams

Richardson

Erica Jane

FdSc

Animal Management and Welfare

Heriot-Watt

Snaith

Elliot

BEng

Civil Engineering

Liverpool John Moores

Moslemi-Sefat

Adam

BEng/BSc

Engineering and Technology
(with Foundation Year)

LSE

O’Donnell

Peter

LLB

Law (Bachelor of Laws)

Newcastle College

Foster
Richardson

Robyn
Lucy

FdSc
FdA

Biotechnology
Business Management

Newcastle

Armstrong
Bainbridge
Bell
Bowe
Bradley
Chaplin
Gill
Johnson
Leighton
Musgrove
Nyadu
Pahatouridis
Phalp
Phillips
Sewell
Wilson

Andrew
Rebecca
Haiden
David
Luke
Elliot Graham
Alexandra Jane
Elliott
Jessica
Ryan
Fibon
Aristotelis
Sarah-Jane
Katherine Rose
Kayleigh
James

BA
BA
BA
BA
BSc
BA
BA
MEng
MB BS
BSc
BSc
MEng
BSc
BA
BSc
BSc

Combined Honours
Modern Languages and Business Studies
History
History
Accounting and Mathematics
History and Archaeology
Modern Languages
Mechanical Engineering
Medicine (stage 1 entry)
Biomedical Genetics
Economics
Marine Technology with Marine Engineering
Economics
English Language
Geography
Chemistry (4 years with Industrial Training)

Northumbria

Brown
Bryant
Burton
Carabine
Doherty
Edwards-Beaumont
Glenwright
Gordon
Gray
Hindson
Johnson
Moorhead
Murphy
Punton
Shahpal

Matthew Michael
Craig James Ronald
Marc
Beth Lauren
Jack
Jonathan
John Antony
Abigail
Lauren
Jessica Louise
Charlie
Rachel
Kate Alexandra
Amy
Bilal

BEng
BSc
BEng
BA
BSc
BSc
BSc
MEng
BSc
BA
BSc
BA
BA
BSc
LLB/MLaw

Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Geography
Mechanical Engineering
Early Primary Education
Sport Coaching
Biomedical Science
Environmental Management
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Nursing Studies, Registered Nurse (Adult)
English Literature and Creative Writing
Quantity Surveying
Early Primary Education
Drama and Scriptwriting
Applied Sciences Extended
Law (Exempting)
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Wade
Walters
Watson

Abbie
Claire
Sarah Elizabeth

BA
BSc
BA

Business with Marketing Management
Applied Sciences Extended
Early Primary Education

Nottingham

Eglintine
Prasad

Mark David
Ajit Anant

BA
BSc

Economics
Biochemistry

Northampton

Chilton

Gemma

BA

Human Geography/International
Development

Oxford

Bell
Cabral
Cooper
Herries
Soulsby

Olivia Kate
Louis
Andrew David
Michael
James

BM BCh
BA
BA
MEng
BA

Medicine
History
History
Engineering Science
Law

Portsmouth

Smith

Adam

BSc

Palaeontology

Sheﬃeld

Banks

Georgia

LLB

Law

Sheﬃeld Hallam

Peacock

Anna

BA

Education Studies

Swansea Metropolitan

Quigley

Jessica

BA

Educational Studies

St Andrews

Dowens
Kitson

Matthew Trevor
Ezra

BSc
BSc

Physics
Biology

Sunderland

Abu-Harb
Akser
Begum
Begum

Karam
Javairia
Jusna
Shema

BA
LLB
BA/BSc
BSc

Crerar
Douglass-Grant
Drummond
Fletcher
Gray
Hindmarch
McCormick
Morgan
Robson
Tariq

Jordan
Joshua
Anna Elizabeth
Amy
Daniel
Steven Joseph
Sean
Rebecca
Jodie
Sana-Ullah

BA
LLB
BA
BA/BSc
BSc
BEng
BA
BA
BSc
BSc

Taylor
Watson

Callum
Katy

BSc
BA

Business and Marketing Management
Law (Qualifying)
Psychology with Childhood Studies
Joint Scheme of Extended Programmes
Science BioPharmaceutical Science pathway
Events Management
Law (Qualifying)
Primary Education
Psychology with Criminology
Sport and Exercise Sciences
Automotive Engineering
Sports Journalism
Primary Education
Sport and Exercise Sciences
Joint Scheme of Extended Programmes
Science BioPharmaceutical Science pathway
Computer Forensics
Primary Education

Swansea

Curran

Liam

BSc

Economics

Teesside

Brydon
Sriranganathan

Caitlin
Sankeeth

FdA
BSc

Journalism
Computing (incorporating Foundation Year)

UCL

Corbett
Hewitson

Natalie
Rosie Alice

BA
BA

Modern Languages (4 years)
English

Warwick

Whittock

Catherine Louise

MMath

Mathematics

York

Aslam
Edwards

Mustafa
Karl

BSc
BEng

Miller

Emily Kate

BEng

Economics
Electronic and Computer Engineering
(with a year in industry)
Electronic Engineering with Business
Management (with a year in industry)

Anderson

Nicole

BA

York St John

History
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James Soulsby: Law
Can you give us a little background on yourself?
I’m James, Galatians House Captain, and I’m going on to university to
study Law at Oxford – having just ﬁnished my Drama course – and I’m
looking forward to seeing where it all takes me! I started taking part in
school productions in Year 7 with Animal Farm, which is totally diﬀerent
from Fiddler, which is totally diﬀerent from A Christmas Carol; each of
them involved a very diﬀerent style of acting – I still have a condition in
which my hands occasionally turn into pig trotters! Fiddler, a big musical, is
something I didn’t think I’d be doing back in Year 7, since I could not sing for
toﬀee, but by Year 13 I was ready to give it a go.
Has there been a particular experience in acting which has made you
think “This is what I want to do.”?
I’ve always quite liked abstract theatre. For my Year 11 GCSE piece I played this
strange narrator character, who wasn’t quite there, but at the same time was,
and I really had to work with the audience – but this year, with my A-Level piece,
I had to do ‘commedia’, which is an old-fashioned form of comedy, with lots of
stock characters, and I really enjoyed just having that diﬀerent relationship with the
audience. You could talk to them, shout at them, have a go at them, and beg the
audience for food. I want to do it all, really!
Something you’ll certainly be remembered for is your Performing Arts
win with the Pythons’ ‘Spanish Inquisition’ sketch – would you mind
telling us a little about that?
That was the second time I’d done Performing Arts; I auditioned last year with
a monologue, and wanted to lead by example I suppose, but last year I helped
another drama group perform the Monty Python sketch ‘The Argument Clinic’, and
that did quite well. It showed that drama could work well for Performing Arts, and I
really wanted to give it a go this year – and it paid oﬀ!
Do you take part in drama activities outside of school?
Last year I was fortunate enough to take part in Northern Stage’s summer
school – for the ﬁrst week of the holidays we all got together, with a bunch of
people we didn’t know, and put on a show in a week starting from scratch.
And that was a great experience – deﬁnitely a challenge, with putting on a
show of over an hour. You not only had to compete against time, but you had to
work with new people, build a relationship with them, and there was such a wide
age range, too.
But what that’s led to is something even better. With a few people from the summer
school, and with Matthew Tuckey (12 Williams), we formed a theatre company called
‘Northern Kaos’, and we’ve grown out of this one experience into a theatre company
that, hopefully, is going to have a show on of some standard later this year – and I
don’t think I could have done that without the teaching that we have here.
While Law at Oxford is, obviously, incredibly commendable, do you have
greater ambitions in terms of Drama?
Oh, yes, deﬁnitely. I mean, it’s always going to be something I want to do. Law is
the realistic plan – it’s a career I can go into, and the skills there are very adaptable.
But something that draws me to Oxford is the standard of its theatre groups. The
‘Oxford Review’ takes a show up to Edinburgh every year, and has had some
phenomenal talent, such as the Pythons themselves! Having that sort of opportunity
to go outside of your academic subject, it’s deﬁnitely going to be an interesting
experience. And from there, Oxford is just a bus ride into London for auditions
– John Bagnall [a former student] got his break a few years back while studying
at Oxford, so I think there’s a lot of scope whilst I’m at university for acting. And,
hopefully, maybe I won’t need that law degree – hopefully I can just go straight into
an acting job! That’d be great. I mean, I’d love to be the Doctor…
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If there’s one thing you could say to inspire an Emmanuel student about
drama, what would it be?
My personal advice is: do it. Don’t hold back; just go for it. Going into something
like a school production is an experience you won’t get anywhere else. And don’t
be worried about not getting a major part: I went into Animal Farm having had
very little experience in drama, getting quite a small part, but it was still a superb
experience – and that family that you become a part of is something that sticks with
you throughout school.
What are you going to miss about school?
It’s the Drama Department. And all of the stuﬀ that you get into while doing drama
– and that bond that you have with the people around you.

Rosie Hewitson: English
What did you study?
I studied English Literature, English Language, History, French and
AS Philosophy.
What are you going to study and where?
I’m going to be studying English at University College London.
(In case you need any more information about it, it’s come
top for English in the Guardian league table for the past three
years and UCL has come 4th in the QS world rankings for the
second time running this year. Just saying.)
Why have you chosen that subject and what’s your
favourite thing about it?
I’m going to have to quote some of my UCAS personal statement
here: I think literature is the most profound form of social
commentary, and great literature teaches us invaluable lessons
about the human condition. There is great wisdom to be found
in literature. I’m also really interested in epistemology (the study of
knowledge) and words themselves, and I think it’s really cool when
you stumble upon the origin of a particular word or phrase; studying
French, which has quite a lot of cognates (the same roots [as English]) or near
cognates, meant that these cropped up all the time. And lastly, studying philosophy
has really made me think a lot about the limitations of words and how they mean
so much more when put together by a gifted writer than they do individually. I just
generally ﬁnd language and literature very interesting.
What would be your advice to any student wanting to study this subject
at university level?
It’s a little hypocritical of me to say so, given that my last year at Emmanuel was so
busy I didn’t have time to read nearly as much as I wanted to, but read as much as
possible. And get involved with drama, because I think it really helps you appreciate
plays as more than literary texts. Get enthusiastic about your coursework (which is
easy for me to say because we did ‘The Great Gatsby’ and ‘Brideshead Revisited’ for
my coursework) and read around the texts you study.
What are you going to miss about Emmanuel?
Besides the shortbread in the Loaves and Fishes, the things I’ll miss (and already
miss!) the most are my A-Level teachers and the extra-curricular things that
Emmanuel oﬀers. I’m already envious of everyone who will be getting involved with
the musical this year, because they were some of the most enjoyable experiences I
had at school. I miss the hockey team, and the prospect of missing out on whichever
amazing place they choose to visit on tour this year makes me utterly miserable.
Sixth Form was the best time of my life so far. I even miss studying French and that’s
saying something.
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Head Boy
Head Girl
Assistant Head Boy
Assistant Head Girl
Student Editors

Jack Collier
Jessica Leighton
Jason Boyle
Nicola Hall
James Haikney
Sarah James

HOUSE CAPTAINS
CORINTHIANS
Assisted by

Elliott Johnson and Emily Miller
Peter Winch and Phillippa Barber

GALATIANS
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James Soulsby and Rosie Hewitson
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Peter O’Donnell and Georgia Banks
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U12
Tom Kell
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U14
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Josh Moran
Bradley Pentolfe
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U12
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Boys Finlay Weatherill
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Surena Sahota
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Sixth Form Prefects
Andrew Armstrong
Jacob Armstrong
Sam Bailey
Rebecca Bainbridge
Josh Barney
Olivia Bell
Amy Blackburn
Jordan Bone
Matthew Brown
Beth Carabine
Andrew Cooper
Anna Drummond
Emily Dunn
Ciaran Grant
Lewis Hadﬁeld
Tom Hetherington
Sophie Holland
Joanne Ingham
Callum Jessop
Ezra Kitson
Rachael Lally
Daniel Lambert
Sean McCormick
Jennifer Merrix
Rachel Moorhead
Fibon Nyadu
Danielle Payne
Sarah-Jane Phalp
Jodie Robson
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Chris Rouse
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Andrew Ewart
Jonathan Iceton
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Penny-Rose Scott
Tilly Softly
Anna Spence
Julian Tomlinson
Joy Winch
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AN INSPIRATIONAL
EVENING
The City Hall was buzzing with excitement as students and
parents alike poured in for Emmanuel’s annual Christmas Carol
Service. Hushed silence ensued as Harri Johnson (7 Honey)
opened the evening with a stunning debut of ‘Once in Royal
David’s City’. This was followed by Year 7’s choreographed
rendition of ‘Torches’ led by Mrs Durant and the fantastic
speakers who delivered messages to us from the Bible.
The evening’s festivities powerfully showcased the students’
musical prowess. Amidst all this wonderful music and talent,
one could have lost sight of the true meaning of Christmas, but
our guest speaker, Roger Carswell, gave us a timely reminder of
the truth of Jesus’ birth: God, born as a man in a stable. It was
a humbling message and helped us to consider, and appreciate,
the birth of Christ and the implications of His life and death.
As expected, the night proved just as successful as previous years, with parents
and students alike joining the choir to sing the uplifting carols. Thanks to all those
who helped to organise and carry out this inspirational evening which will not be
forgotten for the quality of the message and music we experienced.
LAUREN JOHNSON 10 Blood & ERICA BONE 10 Carruthers
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GALA CONCERT
This year’s gala concert was bigger and more impressive than ever! The night began
with an astounding introduction of the Year 9 Wind Band from a normal music
class – their music lessons with Dr Lynch and Mr Walton had consisted of learning
a new instrument, either woodwind or brass. They kicked oﬀ the evening with the
theme from Pirates of the Caribbean, arranged by Sweeney, and All Aboard by
Ray Woodﬁeld, setting the pace for the oncoming storm of musicians. In the ﬁrst
part of the night many outstanding performances took place, including the Junior
String Quartet with Canon by Pachelbel – with the return of a former student, Miss
McQuoid, to help them leading up to the performance; the Junior Guitar Ensemble
– making their debut in the Gala Concert and playing Undecided by Mr Thorell, a
member of College’s peripatetic music staﬀ; and the String Ensemble, with Bobby
Shafto and A Reel, both of which were arrangements by Kathryn Tickell for mass
string ensembles. The Brass Band also featured in the ﬁrst half, performing Gary
Young’s Happy Feet and Peppermint Tango, and Edrich Seibert’s Boston Bounce.
Part two of the evening began with One Voice performing two tracks, ﬁlling the
audience with excitement and joy! Rockin’ Little Neutron Star started oﬀ the
two-song extravaganza, written by Beth Nielsen Chapman, following up their
performance at The Sage with the lady herself. The second of the two songs was
more laid back, as the choir gave a powerful rendition of Fix You by Coldplay, not
only amazing the audience but overwhelming them with emotion. The Senior
String Quartet also played a piece at the concert, Danse Macabre, arranged by
Cohen; a fantastic performance! After the Quartet, the Senior Guitar Ensemble
returned with their arrangement of Crimson Waltze by John Jorgenson, prior to the
astounding last performance of the night – the much awaited Grieg Piano Concerto
in A minor, featuring the College Orchestra accompanied by our very own Mr McRae
on piano. This was by far the most eagerly awaited and astounding performance of
the evening, spreading emotion when people heard that this was a dream come true
for Dr Lynch, as he recalled, “If someone had said to me ten years ago, when I ﬁrst
arrived here, that we would be performing ‘the Grieg’ at the Gala Concert, I would
have said you must be joking!” As this was Dr Lynch’s last Gala Concert, it is clear
that this was destined to be a fantastic experience for him, and of course it lived up
to this standards!
JAMES CLAY 10 Griﬃths & MATTHEW MADDOCK 10 Ward
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PRESENTATION EVENING
After half an hour of mounting anticipation, the lights in the Sage’s cavernous
Hall One suddenly dimmed, and music rippled around the stage: Presentation
Evening had begun, and this year it was to feature some unusual acts.
The College’s Dance Group swiftly emerged from the wings, giving an
energetic and captivating start to a typically brilliant evening of performance,
imparted wisdom and, of course, achievement being recognised.
Mr Winch’s opening greeting was immediately followed by One Voice’s lively
version of You’re All I Need To Get By, just the ﬁrst of many exceptional musical
acts, including a majestic performance of Worthy Is The Lamb involving a combined
staﬀ and student choir and the College Orchestra.
The ‘NE1 Show’, presented by Nicola Hall and Jason Boyle, was concluded by
a spirited cover of Mumford and Sons’ I Will Wait by the College Band, led
enthusiastically by Phillippa Barber. And no account of the evening would be
complete without a mention of the College Orchestra’s rendition of Grieg’s Piano
Concerto in A minor
minor, featuring a breathtaking piano performance from Mr McRae.
Lord Dannatt, guest speaker for the night, gave a brilliant and inspiring speech on
leadership. Having served as a General in combat situations with the British Army,
Lord Dannatt described his experiences of diﬃcult moments when his leadership
skills were vital to his and his colleagues’ safety.
The awards section saw the achievements of students throughout the College
acknowledged and celebrated. Somewhat unusually, the Major Awards section
was punctuated by a drum battle featuring Beth Carabine and Matthew Fairhurst,
culminating in Mr Winch appearing from an enormous blue dumpster!
Having thoroughly recognised the enormous amount of talent within the school,
the programme concluded, ﬁttingly, with a scene from College’s recent production,
Fiddler On The Roof
Roof. It had been a surprising, thought-provoking and absolutely
enjoyable evening.
MATTHEW FAIRHURST 10 Greenshields
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ACADEMIC AWARDS - EXCELLENCE
YEAR 6
Rory Copeland

YEAR 7
Michael Farrell
Aaron Morris
Ellen Weaver

YEAR 8
Alexander Boyle
Ryan Cunningham
Lewis Gaﬃng

YEAR 9
Faye Cunningham
Jonathan Iceton
Olivia Moran

YEAR 10
Matthew Fairhurst
Hal Robinson
Claire Robson

ACADEMIC AWARDS - ENDEAVOUR
YEAR 6
Luke Hayward

YEAR 7
George Bonner
Sandra Jablonska
Nathan Lawson

YEAR 8
Nikhil Bhandari
Aarun Sangha
Jessica Saunders

YEAR 9
Louise Griﬃths
Lauren Phillipson
Cheska-Lilly Thompson

YEAR 10
Kelsey Black
Anjum Rahman
Shakera Rahman

ECAS AND DRAMA AWARDS
ECAS LEVEL 1
EXCELLENCE AWARD

ECAS LEVEL 2
EXCELLENCE AWARD

DRAMATIC PERFORMANCE
OF THE YEAR

OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTION TO DRAMA

Luke Robinson
Daisy Hewitson

Alexander Boyle
Charlotte Bainbridge

Callum Jessop

Charlotte Jones

SPELLING AWARDS AND MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS
THE WATERSTONE’S
SPELLING PLATE

THE WATERSTONE’S
SPELLING AWARDS

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS

Daniel Hand

Mia Tinnion (Year 7)
Abby Brooks (Year 8)
Penny-Rose Scott (Year 9)

Ellen Weaver (For Year 8)
Rachel Fairhurst (For Year 9)
Oluseyi Adeniyi (For Year 10)

SPORTS AWARDS
VICTOR
LUDORUM
Cameron Mather
Finlay Weatherill
Matthew Cornish
Daniel Lambert

Minor
Junior
Intermediate
Senior

VICTRIX
LUDORUM

SENIOR RUGBY
PLAYER OF THE YEAR

HOCKEY PLAYER
OF THE YEAR

Keir Nyambega
Louise Griﬃths
Emma Hill
Kate Murphy

Daniel Gray

Olivia Moran (Jnr)
Jodie Robson (Snr)

THE BOATH MINUTE

THE LLOYD MEDAL

SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR

SPORTSWOMAN OF THE YEAR

Ryan Brady (boys)
Amy Fuller (girls)

Conor Kerrigan (boys)
Jenny Young (girls)

Finlay Weatherill

Katie Cuthbertson

SPECIAL PRIZES
MILLENNIUM SENIOR CURRICULUM
AWARD

JUNIOR COLLEGE CURRICULUM
AWARD

JUNIOR COLLEGE PUBLIC
SPEAKING AWARD

Jennifer Merrix

Ishank Arora

Anna Spence

WESLEY OWEN AWARD FOR
BIBLICAL STUDIES

DEREK ESP TECHNOLOGY PRIZE
LECTURE (Yr8)

SOKKIA TROPHY FOR BUSINESS
EDUCATION

Rachel Fairhurst

Ryan Cunningham

Amber Varty

DAVID WILLIAMS AWARD FOR
EXCELLENCE IN THE WRITTEN
WORD

BONAS AWARD FOR GERMAN AND
TECHNOLOGY

CLOUGH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE
IN ELECTRONICS

James Haikney

Robin Larkin

Zara Parkin

ALBERT DICKEN AWARD FOR
ECONOMICS

EMMANUEL COLLEGE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION PRIZE

PRINCIPAL’S SPECIAL AWARD

Jacob Armstrong

Anna Wontrop (neé Drummond)

Beth Carabine

THE MALTHOUSE SMITH
CHEMISTRY AWARD
Daniel Huddart

MAJOR AWARDS
CHAIRMAN’S
SHORT STORY AWARD

JOHN LAING COMMUNITY
SERVICE TROPHY

THE ALBERT DICKEN AWARD
FOR BUSINESS STUDIES

THE ONYX CUP
FOR TECHNOLOGY

Olivia Moran

Katy Watson

David Bowe

Samuel Pendleton

PREMIER AWARDS
THE WIECEK
CUP

THE DEREK TAMS
AWARD

THE HARLIE GILBERTSON
ENDEAVOUR AWARD

THE VARDY CUP FOR
EXCELLENCE

Samuel Pendleton

Shannon Knight

Emily Miller

Matthew Fairhurst

HOUSE CUP
Galatians/Romans
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YOUNG MUSICIAN OF THE
YEAR
For the ﬁrst time in College history, the Music Department held a new competition
this year to showcase the musical talent that Emmanuel has to oﬀer. The Young
Musician of the Year competition invited students, along with friends and family of
the participants, to support acts in the show. Among the 14 students who took part,
just three winners could be selected. In the junior category (Years 7 and 8), Ellen
Weaver (7 Stewart) took the prize with her rendition of ‘Hungarian
Dance No.5’ by Brahms on violin. In the intermediate category
(Years 9 and 10), Matthew Fairhurst (10 Greenshields) blew the
audience away with his take on drummer Dave Weckl’s track, ‘Island
Magic’. “It was a great experience and every musician gave an
excellent performance. I was also happy to take part and help
launch the competition”, said Matthew after the contest.
But there could only be one overall winner. Not only
did Sophie Farrell (11 Heptinstall) win her selected
category, she also took ﬁrst place overall, winning the
Young Musician Shield. Sophie played Finzi’s Bagatelle
on clarinet, stunning the audience with the last two
movements of the piece. This isn’t the ﬁrst success Sophie
has enjoyed, being part of both the College Orchestra
and the renowned Young Sinfonia based at The Sage
Gateshead. Mr Winch closed the evening by celebrating
students’ achievements in the competition and issuing
a challenge for Sophie to retain her title next year!
Congratulations to the performers and a huge thank you
to the Music Department staﬀ for making the event such
a success!
JAMES CLAY 10 Griﬃths & DECLAN SOUTHERN 10 Foster

An Artist’s Frame of Mind…
On 21 September the Year 10 GCSE Art students visited the local Shipley Art Gallery.
Students were allowed to roam around the rooms in small groups, viewing the
exhibitions and completing certain tasks. The gallery is currently showcasing four
main exhibitions: Collected Threads, The Henry Rothschild Study Centre, Designs for
Life, and Portraiture. The new and exclusive exhibition, Collected Threads, displayed
a variety of material types, representing diﬀerent parts of Tyne & Wear’s history.
Here, amidst the display, was ‘Cloned Immaculate’, a very popular piece by Michael
Brennan.
Another exhibition, The Henry Rothschild Study Centre, is a room full of display
cases containing British ceramics and teapots made during the 20th Century, all of
uniquely individual patterns. Caitlin Gaughan (10 Greenshields), who was focusing
particularly on the Portraiture section of the gallery, said: “The artists’ works
displayed here are fantastic; there’s so much detail!”, summing up the entire group’s
reactions to the exquisite work on show. We all thoroughly enjoyed the visit, and are
thankful to those working at the Shipley Art Gallery for a wonderful and welcoming
visit.
WILLIAM TODD 10 Ward & ERICA BONE 10 Carruthers
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Full of Sound and Furry
Ducks dabbled and stars were unearthed in an exciting week for Year 7
students. With the aid of Mrs Wells, Mrs Durant, Mr Walton, Miss Griﬃn
and a handful of Sixth Formers the young students trekked through the
wild wood in Activities Week and put on their version of Kenneth Grahame’s
classic ‘The Wind in the Willows’ which might leave older students quaking
in their boots for next year’s musical, ‘West Side Story’! Christopher Hewitt
(7 Parkhurst) described the day as “a really exciting change from the usual
things in school”, and Rebecca Robson (7 Parkhurst) proudly stated, it was
“much better than a normal school day” after playing Mole alongside Charlie
Thompson (7 Stewart) and Jack Scully (7 Parkhurst).
Students studied the physicality of the dreaded and dangerous weasels before
rehearsing with Mrs Durant for a very special performance of ‘Ducks’ Ditty’, which
saw some weird but wonderful accents from the most enthusiastic students.
The budding dramatists had the opportunity to share their small pieces with the
rest of the students in their year, and they shone where many might have crumbled.
We were treated to river-bank soundscapes which would have been ﬁt to grace the
stage at Presentation Evening, never mind the Main Hall! Using a combination of
handmade and more traditional instruments, the young musicians dazzled teachers
and students alike. There were comedic performances from Ryan Chung (7 Stewart)
and Christopher Hewitt, who made the artistic decision to perform in a scouse
accent, which was met with laughter and appreciation from his peers.
Musically, there was one star above the rest. Nathan Lawson (7 Honey) helped
orchestrate his group’s piece with Mr Walton and showed remarkable leadership.
Having been bought his ﬁrst guitar at the age of six and having attended Sage
Gateshead weekly in order to learn theory and be part of a folk ensemble, he was
well trained and experienced for this role. On his guitar, Nathan improvised and
creatively led his classmates, contributing heavily to the ﬁnal performance. He
puts his talent down to having a good ear for music, and acknowledges that he can
replicate sounds with relative ease on his guitar. Quite incredible, and surely a star
for the future.
RYAN NOLAN 12 Moss

“a really exciting
change from the
usual things in
school”
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ARTWORK

‘Sumatran Tiger’ Emily Wilkinson
AS Fine Art (mixed media)
‘At Rest’ Abbie Chalton
AS Art (mixed media)

‘Dash’ Emily Wilkinson
AS Fine Art (chalk pastel )
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‘Old Faithful’ Leanne Woolsey
AS Fine Art (watercolour)

‘Trusted Friend’ Leanne Woolsey
AS Fine Art (graphite)

‘King of the Jungle’ Kate Murphy
AS Fine Art (graphite)

‘The Crafty Fox’ Harriet Morrison
AS Fine Art (watercolour)

‘Jack’ Katy Watson
A2 Fine Art (acrylic)

‘Callie’ Kara Ferguson
GCSE Fine Art (acrylic)

‘Mother’

Rebecca Grundy A2 Fine Art (inks/markers)

‘Chilli for Tea’ Dominika Iwaniuk
GCSE Fine Art (coloured pencil)

‘Daughter’

‘Angst’ Emily Watson
GCSE Fine Art (coloured pencil)

‘Freeze Frame’ Rachel Dixon
GCSE Fine Art (graphite)

‘Close Up’ Alix Doran
A2 Fine Art (chalk pastels)
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FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
A College production of Fiddler on The Roof – sounds crazy, no? But here at
Emmanuel College, you might say that we put on our best show to date, in the
form of Joseph Stein’s classic musical.
After 25 weeks of gruelling rehearsals, a cast of 44
students, alongside a backstage crew of 23 and a host of
student musicians, were able to come together from the
12-15 February and wow audiences with an all-singing,
all-dancing theatrical delight.
Leading the show was Callum Jessop (12 Clarke) as
Tevye, the milkman with ﬁve daughters and a liking
for ‘Tradition’. When Yente the ‘Matchmaker’ (Mollie
Kerrigan, 12 Buckley) brings an amiable match for his
eldest daughter, Tzeitel (Samantha Morrison, 12 Wooler), Tevye thinks that maybe his
life will be a touch easier now. Of course, there’s a complication and Tevye relents,
allowing Tzeitel to marry Motel (Jordan Bone, 13 Neibig), only a poor tailor but one
“beginning to talk like a man”.
Compared to Hodel (Rachel Johnson, 12 Begg) and Chava (Katie Ackerley, 12 Wooler)
Tzeitel’s match is gold dust. The revolutionary Perchik (James Soulsby, 13 Osterman)
is hardly a safe option for Hodel, and Chava’s choice of Fyedka (Tom Hetherington,
13 Osterman), a Russian soldier no less, is too much for Tevye to accept, and he
disowns her.
The dispersion of Tevye’s family is set against a backdrop of persecution in Tsarist
Russia, and as he and his wife Golde (Rachael Lally, 13 Neibig) come to terms with
a changing world, the unrest comes to a head when the whole village of Anatevka
must leave, in the show’s heart-wrenching ﬁnale.
A journey with equal moments of hilarity and heartbreak, Fiddler on The Roof will
be talked about for many years to come, with highlights including the magniﬁcently
choreographed ‘L’Chaim’ and ‘The Dream’, as well as the tear-jerking ‘Do You Love
Me?’ and ‘Far From the Home I Love’. Special thanks to Mrs Wells, Mrs Simblet, Mr
Walton, Miss Griﬃn and Mrs Durant, as well as all the other staﬀ who supported the
cast and crew. Mazeltov!
JAMES SOULSBY 13 Osterman
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Future Medicine for
Future Biologists
Revolutionary new treatments and ideas were presented to keen
biologists in Years 10-13 by engaging speaker Dr Hole from
Durham University during Biology Week.
Students were introduced to the history of stemcell research, which began at the advent of nuclear
weapons and the painful deaths of people suﬀering
from radiation sickness. From the symptoms, it was
discovered that we need stem cells for every part of our
body to grow new cells to replenish those worn out.
Although stem-cell research is seen as a newer area of
medicine, as early as the late 1970s blood stem cells were
starting to be used to treat diseases involving the immune
system, in a procedure called bone-marrow transplantation.
New methods are now being used to get hold of stem cells
for this purpose, which are less invasive, such as harvesting
stem cells from the placentas of newborn babies or by ﬁltering
donated blood for stem cells.
Stem cells continue to be an exciting area of research, as they
could be used to treat even more diseases in many
parts of the body, and students were inspired after
the lecture to keep an eye out for more exciting
developments.

ALEXANDER CHADWICK 12 Williams
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NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY
MATHS CHALLENGE

Every lesson in set 1 maths is a challenge in itself. In each lesson we have to be
prepared for anything. One bright and sunny morning I arrived at my lesson to ﬁnd
out that Newcastle University had, once again, produced a tough challenge for us to
consider. I had received a prize for a similar challenge the year before but one look at
this year’s challenge informed me that I would need all the intellect at my disposal if
I was to have a chance of completing it. Fortunately, I had accumulated more maths
knowledge over the year so that I could solve arithmetic like squaring 115 mentally.
This can be done like this:
1152 = 11x(11+1) & 5x5
11 x 12 = 132 & 5x5 = 25
Answer = 13225
Another trick to multiply any two-digit number by 11
works like this:
51 x 11 = 5(5+1)1
Answer = 561
With many of these easy-to-learn tricks in my mind, I
started to work on the challenge. After protracted and
demanding hours of work, as well as lots of rubbingout and squeezing paper into balls many times, I
ﬁnally ﬁnished my work with conﬁdence. Keeping
that conﬁdence in mind, I delivered the project to my
teacher. After waiting in anticipation for an extensive
period of time, I acquired my result.
The momentous day came on which I received my
prize, obtained a picture with the professor and
received some prize money. I enjoyed the atmosphere
and was fascinated by an interesting lecture on fractions and whether they could be
inﬁnite.
ISHANK ARORA 8 Rear
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To Infinity and Beyond
Three, two, one, lift-oﬀ, as Year 13 physicists embarked upon a journey to the
Culham Science Centre.
On our journey we ﬁrst stopped at the National Space Centre, a place that gave
us an insight into the dangers that asteroids and comets pose to us here on Earth.
While we were there, we also designed our very own rockets and competed against
each other to see which design was the most eﬃcient. Additionally, we were given
the opportunity to create our very own comet! By the simple process of mixing
carbon, water and a drop of wine, and submerging it in dry ice, we could see the
process of how real comets break up and decay into smaller rocks.
Following this we toured the museum, where we saw real models of spacesuits
sent on various space missions, as well as the ‘space toilet’ and a scale model of the
International Space Centre - made entirely of Lego!
After a well deserved rest we moved on to Culham, and were given an explanation
of nuclear fusion. This relies on the process of fusing two smaller nuclei into a larger
one, releasing energy in the process. This energy is released as heat, and is used
to drive a steam turbine, which then generates electricity. The process relies on
heating a fuel such as deuterium (hydrogen with an extra neutron), until it turns into
a plasma (about 100 million degrees). This is where the deuterium has turned into a
gaseous state and has so much energy, electrons are separated from their atoms. At
this point, the gas can then react by colliding with other molecules, and form helium
and another neutron.
The advantages of fusion power are that it does not rely on fossil fuels, so is a
renewable and carbon-neutral power source. As well as this, it uses a far less
radioactive process than nuclear ﬁssion and is also much safer.
The generator at Culham (Joint European Torus) currently owns the world record
for producing electricity - enough to power 640,000 light bulbs! However, the new
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) will generate over ten
times as much power as is originally placed into the plasma.
Our trip to Culham was a great insight into the development of nuclear fusion and
really helped to give us a deeper understanding of the scientiﬁc principles behind
the process.
ELLIOTT JOHNSON 13 Moss
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Mathstastic
In May 2013, maths students from
Year 7, sets 7 and 8, went on a
fantastic day out to the Centre
for Life. It was our one and only
chance to explore maths outside of
the classroom. We got to do loads
of maths challenges; one included
a triangle which you had to ﬁt
fourteen metal balls into and then
remove them by leap frogging
the balls until you ended up with
one. It was virtually impossible
but at the same time fun and quite
addictive. The staﬀ said that they
had completed it and my team was
very shocked that it was actually possible. It was quite an experience. Who knew
maths could be so fun?!
ABBY WILSON 7 Fairhurst

St Mary’s
Island
For two days of Activities Week, the busiest
week of the school’s calendar, twenty
intrepid biology students enjoyed studying
by the sea. The ﬁrst day was spent at St
Mary’s Lighthouse learning about the vast
array of animals and plant life that make up
the rocky shore. Not only did we research
zonation and collect many data samples,
but some students also managed to discover
a seal, many lobsters and a number of
crabs. One student, Samir Ati (12 Magee),
even managed to discover a rare octopus
that our guide had not seen in over three
years of working at the lighthouse. On the
second day we ventured to the sand dunes
at Seaton Sluice. Although there were no
crabs to be found there we still had a great
day in the sun and, once again, gained
some valuable data in relation to succession,
which will aid us in our A2 studies. Also
worthy of mention is the exceptional ice
cream shop that Dr Howe took us to for our
lunch break! All in all we spent a fun and
educational two days by the sea.
DAN LAMBERT 12 Ridley
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Outstanding work in science &
mathematics
The ﬁrst biology topic undertaken by Year 7 students is ‘Cells’. As part of the topic,
students are asked to make a model of a plant or animal cell for homework using
anything they can ﬁnd in the home. Some fantastic creations were made last year,
with materials from old clothes
to edible goodies being used
to create visual representations
of the building blocks of life.
Joseph Cameron’s cell made
out of cake and sweets went
down very well in the Science
Department!

7.1 produced plans to sell ice cream at the
school fair and to look at the proﬁt margins.
They got the scoop on the sales!
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“You Never Said It Went
Backwards”
92 children and staﬀ had an early start this June. Leaving College at 6.15am, we
headed south towards Alton Towers, fuelled by a nutritious breakfast of Krispy
Kreme™ doughnuts! At Alton Towers we experienced some of the biggest and most
intense rides in the country, including Rita, Th13teen (it wasn’t that fast but it went
backwards which was very scary) and Oblivion, which has a drop of 81ft – that is a
long way down!! The teachers explained how the rides worked and the daily safety
checks which take place to ensure they operated correctly. It was also a fantastic
opportunity to get to know each other and make new friends.
The next morning we woke up and had our Sunday Thought given to us by Mr
Williams. Then we set oﬀ for Silverstone. En route, Mr Peterson led a quiz to see
what we had learned in our time in Alton Towers (special mention to Raynor Nugent,
7 Fairhurst, for winning!).
We went up to the stands and saw the end of the GP3 and the Porsche race, followed
by the Red Arrows’ display. It was spectacular. After lunch we watched the F1 race;
it was incredible. Our seats were on the national pit straight so we got to see plenty
of overtaking. Four cars’ wheels exploded during the race; bits of tyre were literally
thrown everywhere so, in the middle of the race, people went on to the track to clear
it. A very eventful race was eventually won by Nico Rosberg, with Lewis Hamilton
back in 5th place.
After the race, Mr Honey decided to take his group on the track to see the pits. The
crowds were massive but we managed to navigate ourselves through the hordes
and even picked up some of the rubber left from the exploded tyres. Every bit of the
teamwork we had built over the weekend was needed to help us stay together.
The Silverstone Visit was fun and educational; we learned a lot as well as having
a wonderful time. We would highly recommend going to Silverstone as it is an
amazing experience. The noise alone is phenomenal. Everyone had a fabulous time
and smiled, including Mr Ogden and Mr Honey! A big thank you for organising it.

LIZZIE SPENCER-ROBINSON 7 Honey, ANNA SKOTIDAKIS 7 Honey,
GEMMA WILCOX 7 Honey & MORGAN LISK 7 Milburn
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OUTREACH WEEK
As part of the new Outreach Week initiative, ﬁfteen enthusiastic
students from Years 9, 10 and 12 accepted the challenge of
improving Watergate Park to create a better ﬁrst impression for
visitors and to improve the existing habitat for wildlife.
Gateshead Council was keen for us to improve the look of the
park’s entrances, which included tidying up the sculptures,
clearing broken fences, removing litter and ﬁlling
potholes. We also made 24 bird boxes which we placed
in a small woodland area, creating a better habitat for the
birds that live there.
It was good to make a visual diﬀerence to the area and
to see how the changes made a positive impression on
members of the public.
“It’s great to see some students putting something back
into the community” said one passer-by.
People also gave us ideas as to how to further improve the Park. We really enjoyed
working there during Outreach Week and know that students will be more than
willing to help out again in the future.
ANDREW BELL 12 Simblet & DOMINIKA IWANIUK 10 Griﬃths

F1 RACING
F1 in Schools is an engineering competition, where students work in teams of
between three and six to design, manufacture and race miniature F1 cars. Each
member of the team is assigned a role, ranging from Design Engineer to Team
Manager, so every student can be involved and will ﬁnd a role which suits their
strengths. Students study aerodynamics to ﬁnd a car design which will prove
successful and then design and test them using CAD software. Cars are then made
using CAM equipment, ready to be sanded and painted. The cars are ﬁnally raced
along a 20m track at speeds of more than 60 kph.
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BIG BANG

The Big Bang is a National
competition, where
students design and
manufacture an electronic
product of their choice.
The product should be
marketable and aimed at
solving a problem within
society. Emmanuel
College has had
previous successes,
including
winning the
overall age
group at National
Level to become
Engineer of the Year. This
year a Year 10 group won
the IBM smarter plant
award and won a highly
commended in their age
group. Olivia Cossey (10
Blood) won ﬁrst prize in
the Regional competition
(in the intermediate age-group category).
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MRS L GLOVER Teacher of technology
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LITTER PICKERS
Once a year, during Activities Week, Emmanuel College students and staﬀ take part
in ‘Environment Day’. This year was my ﬁrst and I found it very exciting.
My group’s task was to pick up the litter from in and around the community centre
in Burnopﬁeld. The bus picked us up from school after morning assembly and
dropped us oﬀ at the community centre ready for the day ahead. On arrival, we
were warmly greeted by the caretaker, who gave us a safety talk and explained what
we needed to do that day. He then gave us our work tools – a safety vest, a litter
picker and bin bags. We were ready for action!
In pairs, one holding the bin bag and the other wielding the litter picker, we began
our task. It was hard work and I found it quite shocking the amount of litter people
drop – cans, crisp packets, sweet wrappers, chip papers and even a fork.
It was a great day. The highlight was knowing that I had helped make a small part of
our community a much nicer, cleaner and greener place to live in. It also made me
realise how important it is to look after our environment, and now I try to make sure
that all of my litter goes straight into the bin!
SARAH PHILLIPS 7 Honey

“It was good
actually to
be able to see
and have a
visual aid
to help us
understand
what life
was like.”

A TRIP TO BEAMISH
During Activities Week, Year 8 were able to visit Beamish Museum to supplement
our understandings of Victorian and pre-war Britain. Eleanor Coltman (8 Rear)
saw the beneﬁts of the opportunity: “It was good actually to be able to see and
have a visual aid to help us understand what life was like.” The comparisons
between life then and now were particularly evident when we visited the dentist.
I found this particularly interesting because the service that we take for granted
now was actually extremely expensive for people before the NHS was founded in
1948. Hygiene standards were so limited at the time that people could actually
suﬀer fatal infections as a result of visiting! The experience beneﬁtted our
learning greatly and we were able to gain more understanding about the lives of
people in the period than we could have in our normal lessons. It was diﬀerent
and interesting to learn outside of the classroom, and even though the rain was
relentless throughout the Friday visit we were still able to come away with a
wealth of information that I am sure we will apply when we are back at school.
GEORGIA IVISON 8 Bulmer
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ICH BIN EIN BERLINER
Pillow: check. Food: check. Passport: check! And oﬀ we went
on a 24-hour journey to Germany. This will be fun … only four
countries to cross before we get there!
We were greeted by snow in beautiful Berlin, so unfortunately all of
our plans had to be changed. We ﬁrst visited the Checkpoint Charlie
Museum and, despite yawns and weary eyes, we thoroughly enjoyed
it. After a well deserved McDonald’s, we were extremely happy to
reach the Am Wannsee youth hostel, where we had plenty of time
to explore our rooms, the games room and the woodland beyond.
What we weren’t so pleased to see was the ﬂights of stairs we had
to climb, suitcases in tow!
A frantic week of touring Berlin involved visiting the likes of the
Berlin Wall, the Reichstag (German Parliament), and Sachsenhausen
Concentration Camp. Sachsenhausen was particularly moving,
putting all of the horriﬁc things we had learnt about the Holocaust
into perspective. We saw where the victims were forced to live
and, potentially the most shocking, Station Z, which marked
the end for many of the inmates. Having visited such a range of
amazing attractions, we found ourselves with enough memories
and knowledge to last a lifetime.
Sadly the trip had to come to an end but Mr Bees managed to
ﬁnd the time to surprise us with one ﬁnal highlight: a trip to
Berlin Zoo just before we embarked on our journey home!
GURSHARAN GILL 10 Carruthers, KARA BEATTIE 10 Greenshields,
MOLLY BOWDEN 10 Ward
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Floods, Coves and Tarns

On a brisk March morning, the Year 12 Geography group boarded the Emmanuel
minibuses (with the trusty Mr Yellowley and Mrs Heptinstall at the wheel) and set
oﬀ for Malham, North Yorkshire. Along the way, we made a quick stop at the small
village of Hawes to see the well known viaduct made famous by the Harry Potter ﬁlm
franchise; a great experience for all the Potter fans.
We arrived at Malham Tarn Field Centre where we met our tutor, Sarah. She was
to help us through our many tasks in the week, both in the classroom and out
on the ﬁeld. We visited Skipton, Settle and Saltaire where we carried out several
important tasks including public surveys and GPS measurements which helped us
to investigate the rebranding of the areas and their weather and ﬂood defences. The
techniques and research collected contributed to the preparation towards our AS
level Geography exams.
Although the days were long and we spent a large part of them working, we did
get some free time to explore Malham Tarn. This was a fun experience, yet had
some notably scary moments, particularly when we traipsed through the dark with
nothing but our torches to guide us. All too soon the time arrived when we had to
make the journey back to College, but there was still time to stop oﬀ at the scenic
and ﬁlm-worthy Malham Cove. It was most deﬁnitely a beneﬁcial visit which was
thoroughly enjoyed by all.
CHARLOTTE JONES 12 Oughton
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WESLEY OWEN AWARD

All Key Stage 3 students are eligible to enter the Wesley Owen Award, which is
awarded annually at the College Presentation Evening at the Sage. 2012-13’s
title was “Is Jesus still relevant today?” and the winning entry was written by
RACHEL FAIRHURST 8 Hennessey.
Jesus lived over 2000 years ago but is he still relevant today? There are many
points that have been discussed on both sides of the argument but it is a
decision we all have to make for ourselves at some point in our lives.
There are many reasons that people give why they believe that Jesus is not
relevant today. People often believe that the Bible is just a book and isn’t special in
any way and many more people only see what the Bible looks like on the surface,
a book full of fantastical but untrue stories. They don’t see it for what it really is; a
book that shows people how to live to the full, how to help others live life to the full,
and most importantly, the good news of Jesus. People who decide that he can’t
possibly be the Son of God believe that he isn’t relevant because there isn’t enough
proof that he either a) exists, b) is the Son of God or c) is relevant today.
But there are many arguments that Jesus is still as relevant today as he ever was.
Today, over 2,000,000,000 people are Christians and believe that Jesus is relevant
to their lives. Many people’s lives have been completely changed by the Bible or by
the knowledge that Jesus loves them. The Bible also gives many reasons why Jesus
will always be relevant. These include John 3:16, “For God so loved the world, that
he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have
eternal life.” This is God letting his one and only Son be tortured and killed to save all
who trust in him from an eternity of pain and suﬀering because he loves us so much.
Jesus has suﬀered to grant eternal life, so of course he is still relevant today! He will
always be relevant.
Even for those who do not believe that the Bible is holy, there is still proof that Jesus
is relevant today. Many miracles have occurred through Jesus and many lives have
been transformed. An example of this is John Newton. He started work at sea aged
just eleven and was later press ganged into the Royal Navy. He was transferred onto
a slave ship and decided to try and make his fortune by trading slaves. In March 1748
Newton’s ship was caught in a severe storm which he later described as his religious
awakening. In 1754 he had a convulsive ﬁt and it put an end to his seafaring days.
He got involved in the evangelical Christian movement and later became the minister
of a church in Olney, Buckinghamshire. Newton gained a reputation as excellent
preacher and hymn writer and he collaborated with the poet William Cowper to
publish a hymn book.
Newton was then made a vicar of St Mary’s in London and in 1788 he published a
booklet called ‘”Thoughts Upon the African Slave Trade”. It started with an apology
from him for his part in the slave trade and went on to describe what he had seen
during his time as a slave trader more than 30 years earlier. The ﬁrst edition was
sold out. A copy of the second edition was sent to every MP. Newton also appeared
before parliament at hearings about slavery. He died at the end of 1807, nine months
after parliament had voted to abolish the slave trade in the British Empire.
So Jesus was very relevant in Newton’s life even though Jesus lived thousands of
years before Newton. And Newton’s story of a life changed by Jesus is one of many
millions of true stories from diﬀerent people who lived at diﬀerent times all over the
world, even today. Despite all of these reasons, some people refuse to acknowledge
Jesus’ relevance and decide to block him out of their lives but that does not prevent
the fact that he is there and always will be.
So overall I believe that Jesus is just as relevant today as he was when to came to
Earth as a human all those hundreds of years ago and this is proved by the Bible and
by his eﬀect on people’s lives. He is willing to change everybody’s lives although
some choose to ignore him. It is a decision everyone must make; a life changing
decision.
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ROME

I arrived at the familiar destination of Emmanuel College at the unfamiliar time of
4am, on Monday 24th June. The Rome Visit, which I had been looking forward to all
year, had ﬁnally come. If anyone is in any doubt about how good this visit is, let me
reassure you, it is phenomenal. There is a unique quality about Rome that elevates it
above and beyond any other city.
The countless historic buildings in Rome are all beautifully crafted and huge in scale.
Not a single street looks dull. Every inch of that city had been built with some great
design in mind. Particular landmarks such as St Peter’s Basilica and the Colosseum
were breathtaking. To stand in such an enormous structure that has stood for almost
2,000 years left me awestruck, while the intricate and exquisite art and sculptures
that adorned the Basilica were stunning. It was a truly magniﬁcent testimony to the
fervent dedication of the artists who made them.
The ceiling of the Sistine Chapel – a world-famous masterpiece – was another such
example. It was absolutely spectacular. As I walked through the chapel I could
simply not fathom the incredible skill Michelangelo possessed to paint such superb
images. But for many, the highlight of the week was our sojourn in St Peter’s Square.
After a long queue and an even longer wait, Pope Francis circled the crowd several
times, at one point passing just a few metres from where we were
standing. To be so close to one of the most inﬂuential men
in the world was a unique experience, and one I will always
remember.
We spent a lot of time walking from place to place within Rome,
and this helped us to absorb the Italian culture. Mr
McKenzie and Mr Waterﬁeld had a wealth of knowledge
about the various landmarks, and gave some interesting
talks at each one we visited. As an RS student, I took
advantage of the walking time to talk to them about
the eﬀect that Rome, the centre of Roman Catholicism,
has had on the world, and about the Reformers whom
we have studied in RS. Despite the fact that it was tiring,
everyone enjoyed walking around Rome, as it gave us
all a chance to chat and watch the ordinary Romans go
about their business. The atmosphere amongst the
Emmanuel College group was always great.
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The constant stream of sights was augmented by the
wonderful warm weather and the delightful Italian cuisine.
Each of the restaurants we visited in the evenings served
fantastic food, and the Frigidarium we always went to
afterwards sold delicious, authentic Italian gelato. Despite
my initial reservations, our accommodation (in a convent
staﬀed by nuns) was actually very good, and the nuns were
friendly and hospitable. My room had a fantastic view of St
Peter’s Square, just over the road.
The Rome visit was, without a doubt, one of my best
memories as an Emmanuel student. The week ﬂew by. We
returned to Gateshead at about 6pm on Friday 28th June,
wondering where the time had gone. I would strongly
recommend visiting Rome to anyone. The buildings, food
and people of Rome are absolutely incredible, and I would
love to go back again some day.
BENJAMIN ECKFORD 12 Williams
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AND THE VERDICT IS . . .
As our Year 10 students headed oﬀ to the Magistrates’ Court in
Newcastle to help with their RE topic ‘Crime and Punishment’, they
were very surprised at the severity of some cases. One oﬀender caught
their attention: a middle-aged male, “Mr Smith”, originally from
Liverpool, smuggled over £1,000,000 worth of cocaine into Newcastle.
Astonishingly he was given no immediate sentencing, despite his strong
connections with two criminal underworlds; he was admitted to Newcastle Crown
Court and remanded in custody until his trial – if found guilty, he will serve a
minimum of 12 years’ imprisonment.
Surprisingly, in several cases, there were petite prison oﬃcers escorting large,
unshackled oﬀenders. We dread to think what they could have been capable of, had
the trial not gone their way!
Amongst the numerous cases of petty theft was “Miss Driver”. Having previously
received a suspended sentence, she breached it the exact same day by stealing from
‘Boots’ store in order to feed her heroin addiction as dealers were bullying her young
children. The court saw that she had become re-addicted to the substance, failing to
meet appointments with her DRR (Drug Rehabilitation Regime) oﬃcer.
Unbelievably, one oﬀender was younger than some of our Year 10 students. The
defence lawyer was rebuked by the legal advisor for disobeying her instructions by
ignoring repeated summons to report to the court room; he claimed that he had
been “re-reading his notes”.
The Magistrates’ Court visit was an incredibly informative experience, allowing our
Year 10 students to obtain a ﬁrmer grasp of the British Justice System.
JENNIFER REAY 10 Barlow

NETHERLANDS VISIT
Activities Week 2013 brought new adventures for
everyone, especially the Year 9 students. I tackled
The Netherlands on the Geography Study Visit
for a whole week of adventure! We boarded the
overnight ferry in Hull where we ate our evening
meal – it was so good! It was a great start to our
visit.
We woke up in The Netherlands ready to start exploring.
Visiting many great places during our stay really opened
my eyes to the country’s diﬀerent culture and ways
of living. The Zaanse Schans Open Air Museum was
ﬁlled with windmills new and old, some of which are
still lived in today. Next came Walibi World Theme
Park. My friends and I felt that one of the largest roller coasters in Europe,
Goliath, was calling our names, so we braved the heights and experienced
it. It was great fun! My favourite place was Anne Frank’s House. It was extremely
interesting ﬁnding out about her life and walk around the actual rooms that she and
her family lived in.
I had the time of my life in The Netherlands – I didn’t want to go home and I would
love to visit again in the future.
ELLIE WEST 9 Wood
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ONE HUNDRED SPELLINGS
Daniel Hand (8 Colquitt) is this year’s overall winner of the annual Grand Spell.
The competition tests all students from Years 7-9 on a diﬃcult concoction of one
hundred subject-speciﬁc spellings that they have been exposed to over their years
at Emmanuel; students are not told which spellings will appear in the test, making
it a great challenge to come in the top ﬁve, let alone gain the top spot! Daniel said
that most of his knowledge was acquired in lessons, as his teacher, Miss Osterman,
helped the class through the revision process, one section at a time. According to
Daniel, the best way to revise spellings is to focus on what the most diﬃcult words
are, breaking them down into parts, as well as using acronyms to help remember the
harder spellings. Because of his hard work, Dan found that learning new spellings
came a lot easier, almost naturally to him. His victory has boosted his conﬁdence,
and Dan comments that he now attempts to use more adventurous vocabulary and
strives to impress his teachers. The Grand Spell aims to help students develop their
vocabulary and to polish up on their spellings, preparing them for later life, as well
as developing critical skills for their GCSE years. Dan has certainly felt that this has
been the case for him.
MATTHEW BELL 10 Barlow

Shakespeare Shorts Festival
The Shakespeare Shorts Festival takes place in the ﬁnal term of the school year and
is a competition in which each Year 7 English set gets the opportunity to act in front
of the rest of the year group. This year, most classes studied A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, but a couple focused on Twelfth Night. The competition is the culmination
of our study of a Shakespeare play and gives us a chance to do some acting on a real
stage, build our conﬁdence and ... have fun!
There are two prizes each year: one for the class that does the most dramatic
interpretation of their play, and one for the most creative. This year Mrs Murthy’s
class won the prize for the most dramatic with their gripping modern take on A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, and Miss Fairhurst’s class won for creativity with their
humorous and lively “Athens Got Talent” piece. There were also awards for the best
actor or actress in each group.
Mr Sims has been the judge of the performances for the last four years. In interview,
Mr Sims said that he loves to see and hear the plays each year, and really appreciates
the work that goes into them. “It is very scary to think that I have to choose between
all of the excellent performances each year,” he commented.
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed getting involved, whether it was acting, ﬁnding props,
organising costumes and special eﬀects, or just watching the other groups. Mrs
Murthy said, “Set 6 worked very hard to learn their lines and built their conﬁdence
so I was utterly delighted that they won! I was impressed with the sets that stuck
with the original language, but I loved seeing how creative our Year 7s (and their
teachers!) were.” Harry Lewins (7 Murthy), a student from Set 1, said: “I couldn’t
pick a favourite set, although I loved the piece of music that Ellen Weaver (7 Stewart)
and Michael Farrell (7 Milburn) played for Set 1’s scene.”
The Shakespeare Shorts Festival was a great way to end the term; we’re just jealous
that it’s over for us whilst the new Year 7s have it all to look forward to!
REBECCA ICETON 7 Murthy & AARON SHANKAR 7 Murthy
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Theatre visits? ’Tis
hatched and shall be so
What better way to top oﬀ the ﬁrst week back than a trip
to the theatre? And not just any theatre, but London’s
The Globe, the famous home of Shakespeare’s historic
performances.
Year 13 English Literature had an early start and caught the
train down to King’s Cross Station with Mrs McHugh and
Mrs McDonnell. Mrs McHugh gave us her patented London Shakespeare tour on
our way to The Globe before we took part in a fascinating workshop with a genuine
Globe actor.
Not long afterwards, the Literature group had a brush with fame, as none other than
Stephen Fry strolled past. Star-struck and somewhat baﬄed, all we could do was ask
him for a few photos, to which he very kindly acquiesced.
We took our places as groundlings in the theatre, and stood to watch the hilarious
Taming of the Shrew in its entirety. After the show we made our way back through
the bustling capital to get the train home.
As if that wasn’t enough Shakespeare, though, Miss Osterman’s Literature group was
also fortunate to take part in a second theatre visit – this one slightly closer to home.
The students currently studying King Lear had the privilege of watching a condensed
version of the play at the Theatre Royal in Newcastle. The Christmas-themed
interpretation was an interesting experience to say the least, and remains the only
performance in which tinsel is involved in a ﬁght scene.
Year 13 deﬁnitely gained plenty of experience with the theatre through these
opportunities, which equipped them to take on their Shakespeare studies through
the year.
ELLIOT CHAPLIN 13 Osterman
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FRENCH
COACHING
After a long journey to the South Coast and a brief trip sous la Manche, we were
soon pulling up at the Lycée Alexandre Ribot and meeting our exchange partners for
the ﬁrst time. That night was the ﬁrst we spent with our French families, discussing
how the week would unfold, and discovering that we had to adapt quickly to
speaking French all of the time – an invaluable experience for a group of budding
linguists.
A series of fantastic visits followed: days out to the beautiful cities of Lille and Bruges
– constructed around canals, and accordingly named the ‘Venice of the North’–
were complemented by excursions to fascinating educational sites. Examples
include the Carrière Wellington, an incredible network of tunnels under the city of
Arras which saw action in both World Wars, Thiepval War Memorial, an impressive
and sobering tribute to thousands of men who gave their lives in the First World
War, and Roubaix la Piscine, a former swimming pool turned into a museum and art
gallery.
Throughout the visit, the English participants gained valuable insight into the
lives of not only their French counterparts, but also their families. Whilst there are
similarities between the French and English ways of life, there are equally marked
diﬀerences, in areas ranging from social customs to the food we eat. Everybody on
the exchange was made to feel extremely welcome in their families and enjoyed the
time they shared together.
All too soon it was our last full day in France, and we were preparing to leave for
home. However there was still time for a visit to the Ociné St Omer to see the new
blockbuster ‘Taken 2’, which was surprisingly comprehensible amidst plenty of
action. The following morning was very emotional for both halves of this exchange.
It was a fantastic experience for all involved and we now look forward to welcoming
the French students into our homes next summer.
MATTHEW BELL 10 Barlow,
HARRY WILSON 10 Foster &
MATTHEW FAIRHURST 10 Greenshields
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GERMAN EXCHANGE
The German Exchange began as Year 10s and Year 12s gathered in North
Shields, waiting to get on the Ferry to Amsterdam, with the excitement
spreading like wildﬁre! Twenty-four hours later, as we were nearing the end of a
long coach journey, students were still ﬁlled with anticipation as we prepared to
meet our host families.
During the visit, many students found themselves cycling much more than they
would normally, as well as participating in a wide range of other sports such
as football, and swimming in the famous Freiburg Freibads, which were dotted
around town. The astounding sights that the students experienced ranged
from the deep green of the Black Forest to the breathtaking millisecond view
from the tip of the Silver Star, the highest roller-coaster in Europe.
Once settled after the party’s ﬁrst full day in Freiburg City Centre, all of the exchange
students and their families gathered in the Theodor-Heuss-Gymnasium (THG) for a
warm welcoming party. Then followed the weekend, where the British guests had
some time to spend with their host families climbing trees, exploring town, and
visiting the local water park! On Monday we had the eye-opening experience of
lessons in the THG, of which the majority took place in the portable school because
the main building was being refurbished. German schools are certainly diﬀerent
from British ones; THG has no school uniform and a school day that ﬁnishes at
1pm! Perhaps one of the most enjoyable visits was to the glorious French town
of Strasbourg, where we took an informative boat ride – on which it was stressed
repeatedly that there was to be no eating on the boat! – and paid a visit to the
incredible Münster. Our ﬁnal excursion with the THG was to the immense EuropaPark, where students enjoyed trying out some of the most exhilarating theme-park
rides in Europe. Even the driving rain could not dampen our spirits.
When it was time to leave Freiburg at 5am on the Saturday morning, no one wanted
to go, and everyone was really unhappy to say goodbye to their exchange partners.
Mrs Magee, who was on the visit for the ﬁrst time, commented: “I thought that it
was and still is a fantastic programme, and I also think it’s great that the students
could go over and not only learn the language but live how German people do. I
thoroughly enjoyed the exchange and it was nice to see all years of students bond.”
We Year 10s are all eager to go back again in Year 12.
JAMES CLAY 10 Griﬃths &
HAL ROBINSON 10 Foster
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LIBRARY ROUND UP

The Library has played host to a record number of fun events and activities this year,
all designed to promote reading and allow the students to experience what their
College Library has to oﬀer them.
Starting in September there was a celebration of Roald Dahl Day, where pupils wrote
a short story in the style of the popular author and won packs of Willy Wonka sweets
and ‘giant’ peaches. At the end of the month we held a Hobbit’s Second Breakfast
to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the publication of JRR Tolkien’s famous
novel, where pupils completed puzzles and ate tasty breakfast treats while being
entertained by Mrs McHugh’s readings from the book. National Poetry Day was on 4
October and lower school pupils created a wonderful display of their ‘Stars’-themed
poetry, while one fortunate group wrote ﬁlm reviews of movies inspired by works
of literature, and won a trip to see ‘Diary of a Wimpy Kid ‘ at the cinema, as part of
National Schools Film Week.
November saw students raise money for the RNIB by doing a sponsored read, which
was capped by three Mad Hatter’s Tea Parties in the Library, where pupils from
Year 7 to 13 volunteered to read aloud from ‘Alice in Wonderland’. World Book Day
in March turned out to be a week-long aﬀair with too many events to cram into a
single day, but a highlight was certainly the Literary Lunch, where book-themed food
such as Bruce Bogtrotter’s Chocolate Cake from ‘Matilda’ was enjoyed by students
dressed as storybook characters.
Shakespeare’s 449th birthday was celebrated in style in April with a giant birthday
card display, complete with Shakespeare’s birthday cake and his complete works
donated as a prize to lucky winner Jasmine Hucks. June brought the Bookworms
Picnic as we participated in National School Grounds Week and in July the Library
ﬁnished its busy year by inviting all pupils to collect literature-related postcards from
us to send back to College over the summer with news of their holiday reading
choices.
MISS J PHILIPSON
Head of Library &
Information Services
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Stars - Dedicated to my grandparents
by Cheska-Lilly Thompson
(9 Robinson)
In the darkness of the night,
I see stars that shine so bright,
Each one is a special soul,
Guiding me to reach my goal.
Shining out through the black,
I wish that I could have you back,
You are there but out of reach,
Gone is the guidance you loved to teach.
The brightness of that special glow,
The love I’ve lost I only know,
I know you are there to lend a hand,
Life slips away just like dry sand.
I look to you when things get rough,
The time we had just wasn’t enough,
Until that day when we reunite,
I search for you every night.

Sonnet
by Rachel Fairhurst
(8 Hennessey)

POETRY

Nature’s Lamentation
by Jack Mills (12 Clarke)

A single rose here stands,
Solitude creeping throughout its core,
Water exudes from its petals
As nature itself laments, “No more”.
Unknowing of its own beauty
The rose persists with its scorn,
Thorns ﬂourishing with haste
As nature itself laments, “No more”.

The stars shone down
upon the mist-draped
moor
And suddenly there
ﬂashed a pair of eyes.
A shining contrast
with the gloom
obscure,
They were so bright and seemed so ﬁerce
yet wise.
And as it ran on dancing through the trees,
Deep in its heart it felt a sense of dread,
For as its fur blew in the evening breeze,
It knew its family probably lay dead.
It wondered how the human race could be
So cruel to kill a free and harmless soul.
The very worst of them could surely see
That this was not the way to play their role.
But even as the tiger ran that night,
The human hunter had him in his sight.

Imperfection in its petals
Through which the pernicious thorns
had torn,
The crimson of its allure descends
As nature itself laments, “No more”.
Weakness in the frail rose
Evoked by the ones whom nature
abhors,
Acquiesced by this angelic being
As nature itself laments, “No more”.

Emmauel College
by Billy Bailey (8 Hennessey)

This was one of 8.7’s entries for the National School
Environment Competition.

Emmanuel College is a wonderful place,
With ﬂowers blooming and surrounding the space;
Freshly trimmed grass with ﬂags ﬂying free,
To add to the picture, a cherry blossom tree.
The greenhouse glints in the shining sun:
Bunches of daisies show that summer’s begun.
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CHAIRMAN’S SHORT STORY
It’s dark and the only movement on Grande Riviere beach is the fringe of greenery as
it sways in the cool breeze. From the little light given oﬀ by the moon, you can see
the tranquil scene perfectly. It’s quiet, besides the gentle sound of the waves, and
the beach is deserted.
A turtle emerges from the sea. Slowly, she begins dragging herself up the
beach, searching for a place to nest. She stops near the top of the sand and
begins to dig, pulling out piles of material with her surprisingly powerful
ﬂippers. The sand is dry; above the tide line her eggs will not drown. She
covers over her clutch of about a hundred eggs, shielding them from the
outside world. Conﬁdent that no predator can reach them, she begins the
slow descent back to the sea. As she meets the waves once more, her shell
glints brieﬂy in the moonlight and then she is gone.
***
Two months later and the same scene greets us. It’s dusk and the beach is bathed
in an orangey glow. Barely noticeable, a few grains of sand shift, revealing a black
shape, little more than a pebble. The turtles are hatching.
The ‘pebble’ is closely followed by a pair of ﬂippers as the hatchling digs its way
out of the sandy prison she was concealed in. Finally, she breaks free, but she isn’t
alone. More and more babies appear until she is lost amidst a mass of writhing
creatures. She escapes, along with a few others who frantically follow the instinct
that screams “Get to the sea! Get to the sea!” The sprint has begun.
More turtles emerge like a torrent from all over the beach. They are the lucky ones
– some eggs were stolen by humans, many eaten by raccoons or foxes. Even before
she was born, the odds were heavily stacked against the turtle. Only one in one
thousand turtles survive to become an adult. Many won’t make it through their ﬁrst
hour.
Just 7cm long, the turtle begins scuttling down the beach, leaving imprints in the
sand. One set of tracks stops just in front of her. Soon we see why. Suddenly, a
shriek! A yellow-billed kite swoops down and plucks a hatchling from the beach,
carrying it away in its killer claws. The black turtles are an easy target against the
yellow sand.
The turtle continues regardless, desperate to reach the tiny glimpse of blue on her
horizon. The sheer numbers of the turtles make it impossible for the kite to snatch
them all but it seems he will. With each dive, he grows closer and closer to her.
Soon gulls join in, enjoying what is little more than a snack to them. They seem
insatiable. Will no turtle escape?
Further down the beach, she can see crows, choosing their meal before trapping
a hatchling in their beak and ﬂying away. She feels a sudden wind and the sand
around darkens. A shrill cry rings in her ears. Ahead, she sees two other hatchlings.
Behind, looms a crow. He lowers his beak. She sees it open. It gets darker. She can
feel his pungent breath.
She watches helplessly as the beak closes around one of her siblings. The crow ﬂies
oﬀ. Tiny movements can be seen as the turtle struggles. Indomitable until the end.
The danger isn’t just from above. A larger turtle is just in front. He rushes, oblivious,
past a ghost crab, aptly named for its ability to blend into the sand around it. The
crab’s beady eyes blink once, then it darts forward, seizing the turtle in an iron grip.
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The crab is smaller than the turtle, but has enough strength to drag it into his lair.
They struggle for a moment, then disappear, swallowed by the beach itself.
Alone now, the turtle carries on. The next few minutes are a blur. She misses death
by a hair’s breadth many times, but eventually joins the few lucky hatchlings who
make it to the relief of the cool, blue waves. As the froth washes over her, she surges
onwards. In her element at last.
***
It’s dark again and the only movement on Grande Riviere beach is the fringe of
greenery as it sways in the cool breeze. Almost the same scene. There’s a sign now,
which reads:
“Grande Riviere
Sea Turtle Nesting Site
Prohibited Beach!”
This beach is the only beach in the world where the population of Leatherback
Turtles is increasing. Tonight is an example of this.
Two turtles emerge from the water. We’ve met them both already. One is the same
turtle who laid her ﬁrst clutch of eggs on this same beach, thirty years ago. The
other is her daughter, the only turtle from that clutch to survive until adulthood. She
has triumphed over nature and is back to lay her ﬁrst clutch of eggs. I wonder if,
thirty years from now, she will meet her daughter on this very same beach?
OLIVIA MORAN 9 Renham

Creative English work

9.3 were asked to produce a creative response to Irish poet Seamus Heaney. Pupils
submitted videos, PowerPoints, verse, comic strips, and even actual potatoes covered
in colourfully-written research! Oluseyi Adeniyi (9 Milburn) used his musical talents
to compose this piece expressing Heaney’s relationship with his father as outlined in
the poem ‘Follower’.
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LITTLE CHEFS

In the summer term, Madame Roberts held a French cooking
club for us. We studied a French recipe, ingredients and method.
Madame Roberts demonstrated how to make it and was ably
assisted by Jennifer Reay and Robyn Watt from Year 10. We even
got to taste what Madame Roberts had cooked. Her sablés were
delicious!
The next week we were helped by Tom Roberts, James Rodger and
Will Lacey from Year 10 and, together, we made our own sablés. We
are now known as Madame Roberts’ ‘Little Chefs’ and are looking
forward to doing more cooking with her in Year 8.
LAUREN HUGHES 7 Milburn

Tasty German
In Year 9 students designed their own
menus serving German specialties. Here is
Sana Iqbal’s beautifully presented example.

Here Megan Carr shows the inner
workings of German syntax and grammar
having annotated the features of a
‘subordinating’ clause. Mastery of this
can be transferred into exam success and
equip students with the skills to express
and justify views more easily in German.
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National Athletics ﬁnals 2013
The 29th July 2013 was the day of the National Athletics ﬁnals, the top 12 teams in
the country uniting at Gateshead Stadium for a day of high-level athletics. After
out-running, out-jumping, and out-throwing the competitors at the previous
two stages of the prestigious contest, the whole team of Year 7 and 8 boys were
feeling the pressure going into the ESAA National Athletics Final for the ﬁrst time
in Emmanuel history.
At the regional ﬁnals in Hull, we did outstandingly well, achieving 415 points
overall, nearly 50 points clear of our nearest rivals. However, going
into the National ﬁnals, this array of points was only enough to rank
us in last position. In spite of this, as the competition began,
our estimated ranking was soon forgotten as in the ﬁrst event,
which was 80m hurdles, a phenomenal ﬁrst position boosted
our conﬁdence. After this early burst of hope, Emmanuel slowly
began to achieve consistent scores near the top of the board.
This positive mental attitude lasted the full day, spurring us on to
be sure we delivered our best. After a hard-fought contest, eager to
hear the results, the 12 teams gathered on the track. As the results
were announced, the Emmanuel team silently celebrated when we
found out we had not ﬁnished in last position. Strange as this may
sound, this was our goal for the day against a company of such strong
independent and specialist sports schools. Overall, we ranked eleventh, and were
very proud of our performance; adding an extra eight points to our previous score.
All in all, the day was very enjoyable, and also a great opportunity to prepare
ourselves for competing at such a high standard of athletics. To reach this level of
competition, the team had to train incredibly hard, often taking part in up to eight
training sessions a week, with Mr Leonard giving up his time to oﬀer training during
lunch and after school. Next year, we hope to build on our strong performance, with
our aim being to reach the ﬁnal, and gain a top-ten position!
ALEXANDER BOYLE 8 Wiecek
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SPORTS ROUNDUP
ATHLETICS - This has been an incredible year for boys’ athletics, with many

championship wins or silver medals and an Emmanuel team reaching the National
Final for the ﬁrst time ever.
Championships were won by the senior boys at the Tyneside Senior Schools, the
Year 7 and the Year 8 teams at Gateshead District Championships and by both teams
in the County round of the National Cup. Runners-up spots were taken by the
intermediates in the Tyneside Senior Schools and Gateshead District Championships
while Years 8 and 9 took silver in the District Championships and the County
Pentathlon Championships, and Year 7 took second in the County Miniathlon.
Finlay Weatherill (9 Renham), County Champion in the javelin, 2nd in NE Intercounties multi-events, was selected to represent Durham at the National Finals in
Birmingham in September.
Years 7 and 8 in the ESAA Track & Field Schools Cup, were county round winners,
NE Regional A ﬁnal winners, and 11th in the National Final. Emmanuel was the ﬁrst
Gateshead school to qualify for the ﬁnals in the 34-year history of the competition.
The girls also performed well in multi-events, taking silver in the Year 7 County
Miniathlon.

BADMINTON - Aided by the eﬀorts of two external coaches our senior boys

ﬁnished runners up in the Tyneside Senior Schools’ Championships whilst both our
junior and intermediate teams won their Gateshead District titles and went on to
participate competitively in the regional ﬁnal of the school games competition.

BASKETBALL - Newcastle Eagles have kindly helped with coaching as numbers at
training sessions have increased.

The senior boys team have performed well in the Gateshead Central Venue league.

CRICKET - Both the Year 8 and Year 9 teams have reached the ﬁnals of the County
Cup.

CROSS-COUNTRY - Emmanuel hosted the ﬁrst round of the ESAA National Cup
competition in October which saw our Year 9&10 boys’ and girls’ teams qualify for
the NE Regional ﬁnals at Guisborough.
Emmanuel also hosted the recent Tyneside Senior Schools Sports Association
Championships where our Year 9&10 boys and Year 11-13 boys took the runnersup spots.
Ten schools took part in the Gateshead District Championships and our teams
took silver in three of the categories and the Year 10&11 girls were crowned
District Champions. Eighteen runners were selected to represent Gateshead.
The Year 10&11 girls won the Tyne & Wear Schoolgirls’ Championships.
Emmanuel hosted the ﬁnals of the Durham Individual Schools Cup in
February with over forty teams and 260 runners in attendance. Emmanuel
took three County titles and two bronze medals. Three runners qualiﬁed
from the County Championships to represent Durham, and Bethan
Thomas (11 Schneider) was selected to run at the English Schools
National Championships.
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DANCE - 35 Students took part in three separate dance performances held at the

Sage Gateshead for the Gateshead Dance Festival in March. Rebecca Bainbridge (13
Osterman), Jennifer Merrix (12 Clarke) and Rachael Ward (12 Young) each completed
their Dance Leader Level 2 Award. A selected group of students took part in a
performance for the Emmanuel College Presentation evening

FENCING - Three students qualiﬁed from the NE Regional Championships to

ﬁght at the British Youth Championships at Sheﬃeld. Liam Winstanley (12 Wooler)
became our ﬁrst ever Under-18 regional champion.

FOOTBALL - Our Sixth Form team have competed in the Northumberland

League and Tyneside Senior Schools Cup, as well as ﬁnishing runners-up in an
Independent Schools Tournament during their successful tour to the north-west of
England, and taking silver in the Tyneside Senior Schools Tournament. A number of
girls and boys from Year 9 have represented the District team and have helped these
teams to win north-east ﬁnals.

HOCKEY - The U13 hockey ‘B’ team won the U13 Gateshead Schools League with
the U13 ‘A’ team taking 2nd place. The U12 ‘A’ team won the overall respect award
for their great sportsmanship shown on and oﬀ the pitch in their league.
Many of the U15 team participated in a very successful inter-school Puma Tour to
Stratford where they won a number of their games against tough independent
schools.
The U16 team have continued to perform very well this season and came third in the
North East Regionals of the National Cup.

NETBALL - Another very successful year for netball.

Emmanuel won the
Gateshead Tournament in Years 9 and 11 and the league in Years 8, 9 and 11. We
reached the ﬁnal of the County knockout in Year 9 and the semi-ﬁnals in Years
12 and 10.

ROWING - Ten pupils qualiﬁed for the Tyne and Wear ﬁnals, nine of

whom then travelled to London to compete in the National Junior Indoor
Rowing competition in March, and all did extremely well.

RUGBY - The 1XV reached the 3rd round of the Daily Mail Cup, losing 27-9
to Newcastle RGS. The sixth form enjoyed a victorious tour to Paris beating
the British School of Paris 32-0 and beating the Bagnolet Rugby Club 30-15.
The Senior team also won our home tournament “The Emmanuel Sevens”.
Year 9 won the Gateshead League, and were selected to represent Durham
County in the North of England Comprehensive Schools competition.
TABLE TENNIS - Numbers attending both junior and senior clubs

have increased this year and both squads gained valuable experience
from competing in the Tyneside Senior Schools’ Sports Association
Championships.

TENNIS - More than a dozen students have been attending the new tennis
club, with coaching provided by Blaydon Tennis Club. The U15 boys team
competed in the Gateshead Central Venue League.
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TOUR DE FRANCE

Emmanuel’s First XV and the Hockey team headed abroad in November to test their
skills against the French. Both teams came up against two strong sides, starting with
the prestigious British School of Paris. The First XV gave their all as they convincingly
bested their opponents 32-0, with Fibon Nyadu (13 Moss) managing to score half
the points in the ﬁrst half alone. The girls also showed their ﬁghting spirit as they
played a nail-biting game that unfortunately ended in a victory for the French side.
With the ﬁrst win under their belts the teams set out around Paris with a victory
march down the Champs Elysées, even confronting Mr Ingham’s personal fear of
heights at the summit of the Eiﬀel Tower as he was ﬁnally persuaded to get to the
very top. The tour concluded in spectacular fashion as the touring squads watched
France v. Samoa in the Stade de France, which was nearly up to the standard of our
own First XV.
But the real Emmanuel spirit came to the fore when the girls mixed sides with
the Motrouge hockey team to have a competitive match against each other,
accompanied by the First XV choir singing various songs such as Mr Barlow’s
personal favourite ‘The Emmanuel Army’. Rachel Murdy (12 Lawrence) commented
that “it was an eye opening experience playing against a squad of such a high
standard, and a truly full team performance”. The rugby squad also joined in on
the revelry after securing their second win of the tour, celebrating with the French
team R.C. Bagnolet and showing the companionship sport can bring even between
diﬀerent nationalities and opponents.
ALEX FORSTER 12 Oughton
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RUGBY

Year 7
Back Row - Josh Moran, Alex Smith, Seb Walker, Aidan Szpak,
Filip Tatalovic, Cameron Mather
Middle Row - James Hunter, Alex Makepeace, Matthew Penney,
Matthew Pendleton, George Bonner, Kieron Ruddick
Front Row - Tom Kell, Ben Garrity, Adam Welsh, Evan Chrisp,
Oscar Symington, Aidan Giﬀord

Year 9
Back Row - Ian Griﬃths, Daniel Candlish, Patrick McGee,
Finlay Weatherill, Ben Hedley, Jed Charlton, Mohammed Hasib
Front Row - Connor Gray, James Moore, Matthew Purdy,
Lewis Burbidge-O’Flaherty, Chris Briers, Charlie Davis, Drew Tennet

Year 11
Back Row - Toby Walton, Sam Hedley, Jonnie Bolam,
Andrew Haggath, Callum Nugent, Matthew Reynolds
Front Row - Alex Bainbridge, James Richardson, Mark Foggin,
Ben Dixon, Joseph Gray, Callum Bellshaw
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Year 8
Back Row - Andrew Carr, Alex Boyle, Haydn Lisk, Ryan Cunningham,
James Holland, Josh Glencorse, William McLeod, Armir Dervishi
Front Row - Oliver Harrison, Carter Harrison, Elliott Trott, Reece Dunlop,
Tom Armstrong, Connor Easton, Oliver Cooper

Year 10
Back Row - James Rodger, Bevan Leeke, Harry Wilson,
Tom Roberts, Sam Henderson, Lewis Morgan, Alex Ivison
Middle Row - Connor Lakey, Jack Weddle, Adam Sewell,
Reece Irwin, Matthew Cornish, Cameron Nyambega
Front Row - Alex Ip, Matthew Maddock, Matthew Bell,
Steven Barnes, William Lacey, Andrew Sundin

Year 12 & 13
Back Row - Zehn Iqbal, Aidan Riley, Charles Johnson, Daniel Gray,
Haiden Bell, Daniel Lambert, Lewis Thomas, Stefan Spence
Middle Row - Conor Kerrigan, Fibon Nyadu, Lewis Hadﬁeld,
Ciaran Grant, Rhys Rogers, Ezra Kitson
Front Row - Nathan Cordey, Jason Boyle, Peter O’Donnell,
Alex Forster, Ryan Brady, Robert Cornish
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HOCKEY

Year 7
Back Row - Mia Weatherill, Carly Gray, Bethany Cornish,
Keir Nyambega, Jessica Waddle, Rebecca Stokell, Surena Sahota
Front Row - Rebecca Robson, Rebecca Pitchford, Kate Cleland,
Louisa Appleby, Elizabeth Spencer-Robinson, Ellie Bowden

Year 9
Back Row - Georgia Bray, Grace Crosby, Louise Griﬃths,
Jessica Watts, Sarah Birbeck
Middle Row - Annabel Armstrong, Ellie Sundin, Katie Cuthbertson,
Amy Buckley, Holly Parkin
Front Row - Ellie Cummins, Ellie Toal, Amy Feetham,
Bronwyn Riani, Anna Douglas

Year 11
Back Row - Sarah Burgess, Harriet Miller, Laura Cruxton,
Rebecca Hopkins, Jemma Owens, Layla Bray
Front Row - Holly Henderson, Abbie Goulbourn, Amber Varty,
Laura Hodgson, Heather Huskisson, Victoria Waugh, Anna Cummins
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Year 8
Back Row - Imogen Tennet, Charlotte Bainbridge, Caitlyn Cordon,
Georgia Kyle, Alicia Reed, Sophie Phillips, Kayleigh Newton, Eve Oliver, Sana Khalid
Front Row - Umaymah Uddin, Bethany Maddison, Olivia Ewart,
Jessica Morgan, Anya Cassidy Robson, Bethany Hewitson, Sarah Walton

Year 10
Back Row - Caitlin Gaughan, Jasmin Sangha, Erica Bone, Jessica Page,
Emily Crow, Sophie Martin, Darcy Hamilton
Middle Row - Emily Graham, Sidhra Khalid, Rebecca Welsh,
Charlie Saint, Amy Rowell-Chapman, Sophie Johnson
Front Row - Jannah Uddin, Alice Cassidy, Emiline Scott,
Anna Steanson, Kennedy Smart, Faye Cartner

Year 12 & 13
Back Row - Rebecca Grundy, Rachel Murdy, Emily Miller, Rosie Hewitson
Middle Row - Nicole Morris, Jodie Robson, Harriet Morrison,
Anita Muswere, Ellen Gray
Front Row - Gemma Chilton, Georgia Banks, Meghan Sweeney,
Jenny Young, Hannah Wood
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NETBALL

Year 7
Back Row - Elizabeth Spencer-Robinson, Anna Hastie, Keir Nyambega,
Bethany Cornish, Chloe Bush, Lucy Brooks, Mia Tinnion
Middle Row - Emma Curry, Anna Skotidakis, Louisa Appleby, Ellie Hiscock, Surena
Sahota, Daisy Hewitson, Grace Lilley, Anna Corbett
Front Row - Rebecca Robson, Kate Cleland, Macy Youngman,
Megan McCaughey, Bethany Wilkinson, Grace Robinson

Year 9
Back Row - Alex Walton, Alex Sturrock, Louise Griﬃths, Emily Peterson,
Louise Ridley, Jennifer Shannon, Cheska Thompson
Front Row - Chloe Thompson, Emily Slater, Amy Feetham,
Katie Cuthbertson, Sarah Birbeck, Anna Douglas

Year 11
Back Row - Charys Urwin, Rebecca Hopkins, Kate Johnson,
Jemma Owens, Holly Henderson
Front Row - Shannon Knight, Rebecca Powell, Annabel Reynolds,
Harriet Miller, Jennifer Hindmarsh
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Year 8
Back Row - Caitlyn Cordon, Georgia Kyle, Alicia Reed, Erin Glendenning-Wadey, Sophie
Phillips, Joyce Tchadjie, Chelsey Whitelaw, Eﬃe Nash
Middle Row - Sana Khalid, Catherine Gibson, Eve Oliver,
Jamie Oliver, Charlotte Bainbridge, Ella Murray, Thaslima Hussain
Front Row - Cara-Ann Clarke, Sophie Mitchinson, Imogen Tennet,
Bethany Hewitson, Anisha Sahota, Anya Cassidy Robson, Jessica Morgan

Year 10
Back Row - Sidhra Khalid, Kelsey Black, Freya Nash,
Georgia Middlemiss, Emiline Scott
Front Row - Emma Hill, Shubhangi Jha, Zoe Taylor, Natalie Thirlaway

Year 12 & 13
Back Row - Sarah Drummond, Laura Denton, Hayley Wilson, Rachel Murdy
Front Row - Hannah Wood, Kate Murphy, Emily Dunn, Meghan Sweeney
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CROSS COUNTRY

Year 7 - 9
Back Row - Seb Walker, Rhys Vinnicombe, William McLeod, Alex Sparks, Haydn Lisk,
Ryan Cunningham, Andrew Carr, Josh Moran, Sean Fuller
Front Row - Harry Sharpe, Daniel Hand, Adam Welsh, Joe Wilson,
Evan Chrisp, Lewis Gaﬃng, Christopher Hewitt

Year 10 & 11
Back Row - Daniel Brunskill, Stephen Creed, Lewis Morgan, Oliver Lofthouse
Front Row - Ben Dixon, Lewis Sowerby, Joe Wallace, Michael Iveson

Sixth Form
Aidan Riley, Kyle Watts, Sam Huthart
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Year 7 - 9
Back Row - Holly Parkin, Katie Cuthbertson, Louise Griﬃths,
Rachel Boyle, Sarah Walton
Front Row - Rebecca Robson, Kate Cleland, Macy Youngman,
Sophie Ward, Abby Bradley

Year 10 & 11
Dominika Iwaniuk, Shannon Knight, Amy Fuller,
Harriet Miller, Bethan Thomas

Sixth Form
Abigail Francis, Elspeth Thomas, Laura Denton, Jenny Young
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DANCE AND GYMNASTICS

Year 7 Dance
Back Row - Surena Sahota, Louisa Appleby, Olivia Francis, Rachel Boyle,
Abbie Merrix, Daisy Hewitson, Grace Lilley
Front Row - Rebecca Fawcett, Davina Pannu, Rebecca Iceton, Abby Bradley,
Lucy Mowbray, Sophie Ward, Ellie Iveson

Year 8 Dance
Back Row - Britney Jarvis, Joyce Tchadjie, Rosie Foers,
Abby Brooks, Kayleigh Newton, Hannah Byrne
Middle Row - Anya Cassidy Robson, Eleanor Coltman,
Bethany Pentland, Charlotte Bainbridge, Emily Marran,
Rebecca Dawson, Holly Dowling, Sana Khalid
Front Row - Alix Bungay, Anna Richardson, Bethany Hewitson,
Anisha Sahota, Eve Cummings, Amy Kyle

Year 7 & 8 Gymnastics
Back Row - Courtney Davidson, Rachel Boyle, Mia Weatherill,
Charlotte Bainbridge, Kayleigh Newton, Keir Nyambega
Middle Row - Sophie Ward, Sana Khalid, Emily McDine,
Chelsea Knott, Georgia Ivison, Bethany Pentland, Thaslima Hussain, Amy Kyle
Front Row - Ellie Hiscock, Rebecca Dawson, Bethany Hewitson,
Anisha Sahota, Eve Cummings, Ellie Iveson
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OTHER SPORTS

Sixth Form Dance Leaders
Jennifer Merrix, Rebecca Bainbridge, Rachael Ward

Sixth Form Basketball
Back Row - Sankeeth Sriranganathan, Rhys Rogers, Stefan Spence, Harry Fitzjohn
Front Row - Daniel Mallet, Callum Taylor, Jordan Coates, David Allinson

Boy’s Hockey
Back Row - James Moore, Gabangaye Ndlovu, Dean Hara,
Finlay Weatherill, Aarun Sangha, Daniel Candlish, Connor Gray, Josh Moran
Front Row - Tom Kell, Joe Wilson, Alex Smith,
Matthew Pendleton, Adam Welsh, William Bailey
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LLOYD MEDAL
Starting the cycle race wearing
a jumper and a pair of gloves
made this year’s event very
diﬀerent from last year’s; the
2013 Lloyd Medal race took
place in the freezing snow! All
students from Michael’s Year
Group and additional students
from other Year Groups came
to support the racers and to
remember the life of their wellloved friend, Michael Lloyd.
The harsh weather conditions
increased the race’s diﬃculty,
but the bike riders battled their
way to the ﬁnish line in honour
of Michael. Two Lloyd medals
were awarded, one to Conor
Kerrigan (12 Lawrence) and
the other to Jenny Young (12
Clarke).
SAM MONAGHAN 12 Williams
KHIZAR SIDDIQUE 12 Young

MINUTE TO REMEMBER
For the ninth time in College history, we commemorated the life of Andrew
Boath, who lost his brave battle with leukaemia in 2004. The Boath Minute
is a time trial held on the date closest to Andrew’s birthday and challenges
talented athletes to run a course around the outside of the building in less
than one minute.
It was held this year on Monday 5 November and our records were taken
by élite runners Amy Fuller (11 Schneider) with 56.8 seconds and Ryan
Brady (12 Lawrence) with 58.6 seconds. This event encourages College to
appreciate the preciousness of time and remembers the beloved yet short life
of 18-year-old Andrew Boath (1986-2004).
JENNIFER REAY 10 Barlow
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TALL SHIPS
As we neared the Stavros S Niarchos,
alongside signposts for London we could
see the brig’s towering masts swaying
behind the tops of buildings in the
industrial area. On arrival at the Stavros,
we were each assigned to one of the
three watches: Red, White or Blue, with
their watch leaders Jon, Scotty and Claire
respectively. Then we were shown to
our cabins – but before we had a chance
to unpack we were whirled away to a
meeting with the captain and were told
the basic rules of the ship. Next was a
rotation between checking our oilskins and harnesses, hauling and easing, steering
and rope practice, along with other little lessons. By the end of Day 1 we were
absolutely shattered. Another nine days of this were left and we got used to the
tiredness pretty quickly. The seasickness, however was another matter ...
The next day we were told that we were going to sail to Dieppe, France, for our
voyage. This also meant that, if we were eﬃcient, we could set sail that afternoon.
It was exciting leaving port for the ﬁrst time, but unfortunately the seas were too
rough to continue to Dieppe so we had to anchor near a relatively calm Isle of Wight
(though people were still sick!), and change our plans. Our destination changed to
Bruges, Belgium.
It was deﬁnitely beautiful at night in the English Channel, with the sun setting
at 12 midnight and rising at 4am, and we could see the bustling glow of France
to starboard, and the familiar lights of England to port. Yet it was hard fully to
appreciate such beauty when it was 3am and we were freezing, despite wearing
around nine layers each!
We greeted those on shore from the masts and yards (“We’re from the Stavros!”)
and got interviewed by a journalist and, even though we weren’t looking our most
photogenic at the time, I’m pretty sure we looked … adventurous! Our last big event
was the Opera, a talent competition that White watch won with a hilarious sailing
parody medley. There were other brilliant acts too, such as a performance of a scene
from ‘Guys and Dolls’, a rendition of ‘Someone Like You’ and talented K-Pop dancing
to EXO. Red watch won the inter-watch competition but Blue and White watch had
no complaints, because Tall Ships was such a life-changing experience, and we met
so many fantastic people. Thanks to everyone who took part.
I’ll leave you with the closing lines from my Tall Ships
Journal:

“Overall, this has been absolutely amazing, and
I can say I have been changed for good by this
trip. Something clicked, and like that, I’m just …
different. I don’t know what it is, but I know it is
for the better.
“So long, Tall Ships. So long.”
BRONWYN RIANI 9 Milburn
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LIONS TOUR
The tour started early Tuesday morning at Emmanuel with a light training session
before our game later in the day. Every team member received an impressive team
shirt, and some great group photos were taken.
Not long after all the formalities, it was time to head up to the Borders to play our
ﬁrst opponents, North Berwick School. The journey up to Berwick was a chance to
get to know each other, as the team had only met brieﬂy once before to play a warmup match. With the forwards in one minibus and the backs in another, it wasn’t long
before the team was starting to come together.
Our ﬁrst match ended in defeat, 24-11 to North Berwick, but we performed well,
given that we had only played together once. We were still trying to work out our
strengths, and the defeat helped us to unite.
A two-hour long training session the next day, as well as a video analysis session,
(credit to Mr Waterﬁeld for the Hollywood-style ﬁlming,) helped highlight our team’s
strengths and weaknesses. This gave us a good indication of how we could improve
for the next game, which was against one of the strongest school sides in Scotland,
The High School of Glasgow.
Glasgow was the place where we played our best rugby, and everything we had
worked on in training was used to excellent eﬀect during the game, leading to the
Lions winning 50-12. Some great tries were scored and the next day everything
started to look positive following another video session. We felt that if we had the
opportunity to play North Berwick School again, we might just win.
Our ﬁnal match was on the Saturday against a club team called Hawick RFC. We
knew this was going to be the hardest game of the tour, due to the quality of the
opposition. Despite some brilliant rugby played by both sides, it was Hawick who
came out on top with a comfortable win of 45-10.
As well as the training and matches, we went on an aerial assault course, which
brought a few laughs. An ESF Lions Football Tournament was held, in which the
Emmanuel side was victorious. We also visited the Scottish capital and watched
Scarlets beat Edinburgh at Murrayﬁeld.
Overall, despite the two defeats, we were proud of ourselves for the way we played
throughout the tour, and left Scotland with our heads held high and with some new
friendships made.
ANDREW HAGGATH
11 J Thompson
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SKIING

“It’s morning! Today’s the day, today’s the day I’m going skiing!”
These were some of my ﬁrst thoughts as I woke up early on the Saturday morning.
Little did I know that I was about to go on the greatest adventure of my life so far!
Every preparation was made in advance, so in the morning all I had to do was get up
and get to school. This was my ﬁrst new experience: waking up at 5am. (My previous
record was 6am!) I remember as I was in the car I looked around the neighbourhood
and saw all the curtains closed and all the street lamps on. The second new
experience I had was the 24-hour coach journey. That may sound daunting to many
people but actually I found it rather relaxing - it gave me a chance to just breathe and
have a full day all to myself. I may not have slept very well but I still had lots of energy
for the coming days which were full of more new experiences, one of which especially
stood out …
We’ve all seen sunrises and sunsets but this sunrise was honestly the best I’ve ever
seen. I remembered as I watched that this was Easter Sunday and Christ is risen and
I saw the sunrise and I was ﬁlled with awe and wonder. I could see nearly every
colour of the rainbow! Obviously, the point of the visit was to have fun skiing and I
can certainly say I had some of the best fun I have ever had! My great experiences on
the snow included skiing backwards, skiing on half-pipes and skiing on some jumps.
Although I wasn’t conﬁdent, I was given all the help I needed.
One of the most unusual and slightly entertaining aspects was boarding and
departing the chairlifts. Personally, I found that I loved the silence and the chance to
just take everything in. When I was with others all I remember after every sentence
of conversation was that I said “wow” in amazement. To those who feel they will
never want to go skiing because of the chairlifts, do not worry: they do occasionally
get very high but no-one was concerned because we were captivated by the scenery.
Lots of problems arose in getting oﬀ the chairlifts; I never felt I’d fully mastered the
art. I particularly remember messing up twice. The ﬁrst time, my ski got caught and
popped out! Luckily my ski instructor picked it up and took it up for me. The other
time, I fell: I was a bit late leaving the chairlift and as it was turning around it knocked
me over!
One more thing that really made the visit special was the French pizza! I thought I
knew how to bake the best pizza ever, but I am now able to say that I was wrong!
So what was the best part? Well, the thing with skiing is that it’s all brilliant fun, and
you forget the odd bad thing like blisters! When enjoyed together with ﬁve fun-ﬁlled
staﬀ members, and forty great classmates, I can certainly say the ski visit was one of
the best experiences I will ever have!
JOSH STEER 9 Hennessey
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SPORTS DAY RESULTS
Winner
Girls

Record
Holder

College
Record

K Nyambega

H Lambert

12.50 s

Minor

M Pendleton

T Simpson

12.37 s

J Watts

H Lambert

11.90 s

Junior

O Adeniyi

L Bloomﬁeld

12.40 s

E Crow

S Bell

12.60 s

Inter

M Cornish

S Forster

13.83 s

J Young

A Scott

13.40 s

Senior

C Kerrigan

A Gibson

16.20 s

C Bush

K Murphy

13.30 s

Minor

C Mather

L McNall

13.00 s

P Scott

S Ferguson

12.81 s

Junior

L Bush

D Robinson

11.59 s

EVENT
Hurdles

100m

Winner
Boys

Record
Holder

College
Record

S Martin

K Gould

12.70 s

Inter

L Gorman

D Robinson

11.30 s

L Denton

A Scott

13.28 s

Senior

C Kerrigan

I Johnson

11.30 s

S Ward

S Ferguson

28.84 s

Minor

A Makepeace

J Winter

27.90 s

K Cuthbertson

K Gould

27.39 s

Junior

J Warriner

L Carr

24.49 s

E Hill

K Murphy

27.40 s

Inter

M Fairhurst

L McNall

23.80 s

K Murphy

R Shiel

27.69 s

Senior

R Brady

L McNall

23.30 s

K Cleland

Z Njie

49.70 s

L Griﬃths

S Loraine

44.10 s

S Thompson

R Jameson

45.20 s

R Ward

A Seadon

46.90 s

S Ward

S Bell

2’38.10 min

A Kyle

S Bell

2’16.00 min

E Hill

S Bell

2’17.00 min

200m

400m

(300m for
minor and
junior boys
and all girls)

800m

Minor

C Hewitt

L Morgan

46.50 s

Junior

F Weatherill

NEW RECORD

40.80 s

Inter

L Morgan

D Robinson

52.31 s

Senior

R Brady

N Montgomery

53.90 s

Minor

J Barney

M Curry

2’33.10 min

Junior

J Charlton

T Oliver

2’08.90 min

Inter

O Lofthouse

N Montgomery

2’06.70 min

L Denton

K Pepper

2’39.72 min

Senior

E Lisk

N Montgomery

2’03.50 min

K Cleland

S Bell

5’12.30 min

Minor

O Symington

P Armstrong

5’06.00 min

L Griﬃths

S Bell

4’59.00 min

D Iwaniuk

S Bell

4’58.40 min

1500m

Junior

A Carr

T Oliver

4’39.00 min

Inter

L Terrell

L McCourt

4’24.10 min

J Young

C Gibson

5’10.20 min

Senior

E Lisk

L McCourt

4’28.30 min

K Nyambega

S Harrison

7.90 m

Minor

J Moran

C Smith

10.03 m

A Softly

K Devlin

8.94 m

Junior

L Darwood

P O’Donnell

10.88 m

T Pearson

K Devlin

8.72 m

Inter

A Sewell

A Seraphine

11.94 m
12.19 m

Shot

K Murphy

A Scott

9.18 m

Senior

D Lambert

NEW RECORD

L Books

S Barnes

16.90 m

Minor

L Robinson

A Boyle

25.79 m

G Kyle

H Allen

21.88 m

Junior

A Boyle

J Skelton

36.05 m

A Kumari

R Jameson

22.04 m

Inter

A Ip

J Skelton

34.65 m

K Murphy

A Scott

22.28 m

Senior

S Spence

D Hughes

33.80 m

Discus

B Hardy

L Joblin

17.96 m

Minor

J Akram

C Bell

24.08 m

S Mills

A Winkworth

26.47 m

Junior

F Weatherill

NEW RECORD

39.50 m

C Gaughan

A Winkworth

27.78 m

Inter

R Lemmon

J Edwards

41.74 m

N Hall

A Winkworth

26.00 m

Senior

S Gilbride

P Leonard

34.67 m

M Weatherill

A Scott

1.35 m

Minor

M Pendleton

M Pendleton

1.42 m

O Ewart

S Bell

1.53 m

Junior

A Boyle

P Reynolds

1.60

Javelin

High
Jump

E Crow

K Dunbar

1.53 m

Inter

B Fox

S Barras

1.76 m

L Denton

L Smales

1.54 m

Senior

C Kerrigan

D Shorten

1.80 m

K Nyambega

S Ferguson

4.11 m

Minor

G Bonner

J Winter

4.77 m

L Griﬃths

L Smales

4.77 m

Junior

L Burbidge

O Walker

5.90 m

E Hill

L Smales

4.95 m

Inter

L Morgan

O Walker

6.03 m

R Ward

A Scott

4.66 m

Senior

C Kerrigan

F Nyadu

5.79 m

S Ward

NEW RECORD

8.21m

Minor

C Mather

C Mather

9.46 m

K Cuthbertson

NEW RECORD

9.30 m

Junior

I Griﬃths

G Ayres

12.13 m

S Chisty

C Fletcher

9.65 m

Inter

M Cornish

L McNall

12.11 m

L McNall

R Shiel

11.66 m

Senior

C Kerrigan

J Cloak

12.18 m
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Long
Jump

Triple
Jump

SPORTS DAY FOR ALL

After months of preparation and planning by the PE Department, the day was ﬁnally
here. Hundreds of students ﬁled into the stands of Gateshead Stadium, eagerly
anticipating the competitive day of sport which was about to come. One of the
most notable features of the day that caused it to stand out from other years was the
remarkably hot weather. Sun cream was deﬁnitely very high on the day’s agenda,
as we kicked oﬀ with an assembly delivered by Mr Ward, whose very ﬁtting speech
linked sport to self-belief and competition.
Soon after, the traditional warm-up took place with the three Houses taking
to the track, each trying their best to intimidate one another - just a snippet of
the competitive spirit and loyalty to their Houses that the students would show
throughout the day. Finally the real events began, and the teachers set oﬀ to their
posts around the stadium to judge and measure the diﬀerent events. The air was
soon ﬁlled with the roars of the diﬀerent Houses, cheering with deafening volume as
their teammates sped for the ﬁnish line while, in keeping with tradition, Mr McKenzie
and Dr Howe gave their booming commentary on the events with the aid of Mr
Steer.
The day saw a remarkable number of college records broken, but as it neared its end
the real competition began to kick in. With only two races left to run – the staﬀ relay
and 4x400m relay between the best middle-distance runners of the three Houses
– and with only nine points separating the top two Houses, there was all to play for.
The gun blasted and the ﬁrst teachers set oﬀ, their cool, collected personas left in the
stands in exchange for those of the most determined competitors. At ﬁrst it was neck
and neck but Galatians and Romans soon fell away and it was left to Mr Blood to take
Corinthians across the ﬁnish line ﬁrst. Finally, there was perhaps the most tense race
of the day, the 4x400m relay. Each House, as always, was represented by a runner
from each year group, totalling two male and two female competitors. The ﬁrst-leg
runners shot oﬀ with the sound of the gunshot and Galatians soon fell behind. As
the groans and complaints of the Galatian supporters rang out, the whole crowd
anticipated a Roman-Corinthian head-to-head. By the time the third leg began there
was no distance at all between the Roman and Corinthian runners, with Galatians
150 metres behind. However, an outstanding run from Galatians’ Alex Ivison (10
Griﬃths) changed all that, bringing Galatians back into the game and making the
stakes even again. The roar from Galatians House was immense as their ultimate
runner crossed the line in ﬁrst place.
Finally, it was time for the big results: who were the day’s victor and victrix ludorum,
and which house had triumphed? The title of victrix ludorum went to Keir
Nyambega (7 Stewart), Louise Griﬃths (9 Cumming), Emma Hill (10 Foster) and
Kate Murphy (12 Lawrence) while that of victor ludorum was awarded to Cameron
Mather (7 Parkhurst), Finlay Weatherill (9 Renham), Matthew Cornish (10 Carruthers)
and Daniel Lambert (12 Begg). Each winner made the prestigious walk across the
track to accept their prize from Mr Leonard and Mr Winch. Then, at last, came the
announcement everyone had been waiting for: which House had won the sports day
cup. It was a close call with only 15 points between the top two houses but in the
end there could only be one winner and that was Romans, with Galatians coming
second and Corinthians in third place. The day was thoroughly enjoyed by all – a
ﬁtting end to another excellent year of Emmanuel sport.
EMMA HILL 10 Foster
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SWIMMING GALA
JUNIORS
YEAR 7 & 8

EVENT

WINNER

RECORD
HOLDER

RECORD
TIME

Girls

25m Breaststroke
100m Freestyle
Freestyle Relay
25m Breaststroke
Medley Relay
25m Freestyle

Bethan Hardy
Courtney Davidson
Galatians
Bethany Maddison
Corinthians
Bethany Maddison

Laura Whing ‘00
Laura Whing ‘00
Galatians ‘13
Abbie Goulbourn ‘09
Romans ‘06
Hannah Daglish ‘05

16.78secs
1m 06.06
1m 13.63
17.57secs
1m 19.56
14.81secs

Boys

25m Breaststroke
100m Freestyle
Freestyle Relay
25m Breaststroke
Medley Relay
25m Freestyle

Oliver O’Halleron
Oliver O’Halleron
Galatians
Lewis Gaﬃng
Romans
Oliver O’Halleron

Patrick Cummins ‘11
James O’Connell ‘06
Galatians ‘05
James O’Connell ‘06
Galatians ‘06
Luke Bradley ‘07

17.78secs
1m 05.67
1m 08.56
17.10secs
1m 19.60
13.81secs

Girls

50m Breaststroke
Freestyle Relay
50 m Breaststroke
100m Freestyle
Medley Relay
50m Freestyle

Charys Urwin
Corinthians
Abbie Goulbourn
Ellie Cummins
Romans
Abbie Goulbourn

Laura Whing ‘02
Corinthians ‘06
Hannah Daglish ‘07
Laura Whing ‘01
Romans ‘05
Hannah Daglish ‘10

35.75secs
1m 04.42
31.93secs
1m 02.41
1m 09.53
30.81secs

Boys

50m Breaststroke
Freestyle Relay
50 m Breaststroke
100m Freestyle
Medley Relay
50m Freestyle

Matthew Cummins
Galatians
Luke Bradley
Luke Bradley
Corinthians
Luke Bradley

Ross Bradley ‘10
Galatians ‘10
Luke Bradley ‘10
Luke Bradley ‘13
Galatians ‘10
Ross Bradley ‘10

31.62secs
52.74secs
27.69secs
54.40secs
56.44secs
25.17secs

Mixed

8 x 25m Freestyle
Relay

Galatians

Romans ‘10

2m 06.70

SENIORS
Year 9 – 13

Cardio-vascular
Board games
Students made the board games to aid
their understanding of the cardio-vascular
system and the eﬀects of exercise upon it.
The routes on their boards showed details
such as the chambers and valves of the
heart and the diﬀerent circulatory vessels.
When landing on a square where you
could be advanced or sent back, students
included a reason such as “muscle pump
promotes venous return” or “oxygen
lost due to demands of exercise”. Some
produced packs of relevant questions
which were to be answered when landing
on a “?” square. Even the pieces they played with were handmade and had
imaginative names such as “Peter Plasma” and “Harry Haemoglobin”.
MR S LEONARD Head of Physical Education
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PERFORMING ARTS
A drummer, a Rubik’s Cube and the Spanish Inquisition
(which nobody was expecting): this year’s Performing
Arts ﬁnal saw a greater variety of acts than ever before.
For the ﬁrst time ever, the ﬁrst-place trophy was
shared. Guitar player David Allinson (13 Moss) took
the silverware, along with The Galatians Players, who
performed a Monty Python sketch.
In keeping with tradition, the evening kicked oﬀ with
an attempt at humour from the one and only Mr
Steer, and, as usual, the audience tried their best to
appreciate his eﬀorts. Unfortunately, his attempts
continued throughout the evening, but were eclipsed
by the comic talent and mannerisms of James Haikney
(12 Clarke). James’ stand-up comedy act was narrowly
beaten to second place by Rachel Johnson’s (12 Begg)
tear-inducing performance of I Dreamed a Dream, in
line with her recent success on stage in Les Misérables.
Olivia Cossey (10 Blood) said, “It was interesting to see
not only the diversity, but also the standard of the acts,
but Rachel’s performance really struck a chord with me;
it was amazing!”

“It was an
enjoyable and
inspiring evening
for all, during
which the talent
and hard work of
all who took part
and worked behind
the scenes was
evident”
Other highlights included Stefan Spence’s (12 Williams) medley, the Galatians
Dancers’ routine, and Matthew Fairhurst’s (10 Greenshields) Stomp-inspired
drumming act, assisted by Alexander Walls (10 Ward).
“It was an enjoyable and inspiring evening for all, during which the talent and
hard work of all who took part and worked behind the scenes was evident,” said
judge Mr Waterﬁeld, and we certainly agree. Performing Arts 2013 brought with it
a full house, an arena-style lighting system and acts nobody would have believed
possible last year. With all this to live up to, we can only guess what Mr Steer has
up his sleeve (or, rather worryingly, in his joke book) for next year …
DECLAN SOUTHERN 10 Foster
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Christmas cheer
comes to Emmanuel
This year’s Christmas activities brought with them a brand
new event, the ‘Yes Chef’ competition. On the same day
the House chess competition was fought, a fantastic Christmas dinner was served and the afternoon was ﬁlled with
the ﬁercely contested Christmas Cracker.
Before starting their Christmas dinner, students in Year 9
assembled in the Lecture Theatre to witness the judging of
the school’s newest competition. A team from each House
presented a three-course meal to the judging panel composed of Mr Winch, Mr Waterﬁeld and professional chef,
Douglas Jordan from Necta, a cooking company which works in schools. After much
tasting and deliberation, they came to a tough decision and the Corinthians team
emerged victorious. Corinthians Head of House, Mr Steer declared, “I don’t want to
make a meal of it, but it really was very good!”
After this show of cooking prowess, students were able to enjoy an excellent Christmas dinner. But this was just the beginning of a brilliant afternoon; soon it was time
for, in the opinion of some, the most widely anticipated event in the school year - the
Christmas Cracker. In the words of Mr Steer, “It was a bigger event than ever before,
with more groups, more rooms, so more fun for all to have.” The memorable afternoon was ﬁlled with quizzes, music, games and large amounts of chocolate. This
was a ﬁtting end to the calendar year, thoroughly enjoyed by all.
HAL ROBINSON 10 Foster & MATTHEW FAIRHURST 10 Greenshields

“I don’t want to
make a meal of
it, but it really
was very good!”
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ROMANS REPORT
First of all, huge congratulations are in order to all those who gave their blood,
sweat and tears in search of a Romans victory this past year. We can certainly say
that we made it, despite the late Galatians surge holding us to a tie, which will
undoubtedly not be the case next year!
Performing Arts was one of many glittering highlights in the Romans calendar,
both the auditions and the ﬁnal – with Rachel Johnson’s (12 Begg) gripping
rendition of Les Misérables classic ‘I Dreamed a Dream’ securing a deserved
second place for herself and Romans.
We were ecstatic to hear the result from Sports Day this year and pleased
that Romans have eventually reasserted their tremendous talents on the
athletics track. This also gave Stefan and Ellen an opportunity to show
their impressive leadership skills and we are sure they can carry on from this
Romans success in the year to come, alongside Harriet and Jonnie.
Great credit must also go to Mrs Rogerson and Mr Grant for their continuous
eﬀorts in helping us guide the House to success. We would like to thank Romans
House for making our time as House Captains both enjoyable and rewarding, if
not-a-little stressful at times. We appreciate every sign-up and participation, as
well as the enthusiasm that many of you have shown us on a daily basis. We will
no doubt keep up to date with Romans’ progress over the coming years and we
wish you all good luck in the future!
GEORGIA BANKS 13 Simblet & PETER O’DONNELL 13 Simblet
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GALATIANS REPORT
What a year it has been for Galatians! First of all, we would
just like to say a huge thank you to you all for taking part
and supporting your House. It goes without saying that
without such dedication, things would have turned out
quite diﬀerently.
At the outset, it looked as if we were going to carry
on into this year the way we ﬁnished the last, with a
comprehensive win in the Swimming Gala. But, whilst
our good start endured for a little while, soon we began
to fall behind.
This didn’t stop the Galatians spirit though, with more and more of you
coming forward for every house event from Brainstormers to House Cricket.
Nowhere was this more evident than Performing Arts, where the auditions saw not
only a host of amazing acts, but an overwhelming show of support from a packed
lecture theatre. The Performing Arts ﬁnal was one of the glittering highlights of the
year, with the “unexpected” triumph of the Galatians Players, tying for ﬁrst place,
securing us second place overall. It was great to see so many Galatians doing well.
Sports Day was a dramatic aﬀair, with the lead shifting so many times throughout
the day, and Romans unfortunately holding us to second place despite the valiant
eﬀorts of all of our athletes and the exhilarating support from the stands.
Nothing, however, was more dramatic than the year’s climax, with Galatians rising
to a joint victory with Romans. We as House Captains were immensely proud of all
of Galatians House for showing just what they could do and for holding on to the
House Cup for a second year. Of course, none of this would
have been possible without the hard work of Mr Hall and
Mrs Banks, all of the Prefects and, of course, Ethan and Emily,
who we are sure will lead you well this year, along with your
new House Captains Vikki and Andrew who we know will be
brilliant. Thank you all for an amazing two years, and we look
forward to hearing great things!
JAMES SOULSBY 13 Osterman &
ROSIE HEWITISON 13 McKenzie
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CORINTHIANS REPORT
Thank you to all for yet another fantastic year as Corinthians!
There were many highlights this year, including the Performing Arts show and the
introduction of a new house event: ‘House Cooking’. The entries to the competition
displayed some of the very best cooking skills we have ever seen and it was certainly
a treat to judge them all!
Yet again in the performing arts, we had some fantastic talent enter the competition,
including many who unfortunately didn’t make it to the ﬁnals, as the quality was so
high. Our stand-up comedian James Haikney did us proud, as well as Ezra Kitson’s
great rendition of ‘Love Machine’. Our victory was ultimately down to a combined
eﬀort of all of our acts, including a winning guitar medley by David Allinson.
Of course none of this could have been achieved without a huge amount of eﬀort
and support from everyone in the house, and we would like to thank you all for
your participation; we know you all have busy lives! A special thanks goes out to the
House Prefects who also helped coordinate many of the House competitions, and of
course to Mrs Lisk and Mr Steer who have been a fantastic source of support.
It is not solely due to individual achievements that we achieve success; however, it
is through our combined teamwork and co-operation that we can win events and
ultimately the House Cup. Every single point counts and every small contribution
you can make to Corinthians helps in a great way.
Nevertheless, it is not always about winning, it is about the manner in which we win
or lose. We have been gracious in defeat as well as victory and we hope to continue
in this way, wearing the colours of the House with pride.
We are certain that we are leaving the House in the best possible hands with new
house captains Amy Fuller and Callum Bellshaw working with Peter and Phillippa.
We have every faith in them to pursue the House Cup and lead us to victory next
year! But ﬁnally, it has been an absolute privilege to be part of such an amazing team
of people. You all have your own skills and talents and we wish you all the best for
the future.
Thank you Corinthians!
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ELLIOTT JOHNSON 13 Moss & EMILY MILLER 13 Moss

Charity Overview
MAIN SCHOOL CHARITIES 2012-2013:
Pearl of Africa Choir and the Molly and
Paul Foundation
Concert held in Nov 2012
Nokuphila School (Love Trust) –
12 hour hockey tournament March 2013
Children Alone*
Also supported this year:
COCO – Geography Year 9 Charity Initiative
The People’s Kitchen – Harvest Appeal
Walter’s Kitchen – Harvest Appeal
Gateshead Foodbank – Harvest Appeal
Blythswood Care – Shoebox Appeal
The Poppy Appeal
St Oswald’s Hospice – Carol Singing
Victim Support – 12 Hour Lacrosse Tournament Nov 2012
The Meningitis Trust – cake sales
Cancer Research UK – cake sales and badge sales
Macmillan Cancer Support – cake sales
*The College’s support of Children Alone is formally coming to an end.
Over the next few years we will be supporting Dr Sasa’s work
with some of the neediest people of Burma. Roz Jenkins of
Children Alone has thanked us for our support, saying:
“Please convey to the College as a whole our deep gratitude
for all that they have done to help young people have a
chance of education. Your contribution has changed the
lives of young people in Zimbabwe. Our students have done
so well and each year we have students graduating from
University and obtaining diplomas in practical subjects.
Many are now living independent lives and are married
with children of their own, having escaped the poverty
trap that has ensnared their families for generations.
We praise God for this.”
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THE WORLD IS YOUR OYSTER
Nkosi sikelel’ iAfrika, God bless Africa. As part of their UK tour, Emmanuel College
was given the honour of welcoming the Pearl of Africa children’s choir. Staying at
various diﬀerent homes in Morpeth, the children of the choir were ecstatic at the
prospect of coming to Emmanuel, and even more so to be able to present to us their
culture-based performances. Coming from Uganda, the children have experienced
things that most of us could not even contemplate: they are orphans, victims of
AIDS, Africa’s biggest killer. However, despite their dire situation their smiles only
continued to grow throughout the day. One girl told students of her school life, and
how one school in their village oﬀered education only to those who could aﬀord it.
This meant that some children attended classes alongside ﬁfty year olds, who have
only just raised enough money to pay for it.
Emmanuel College hosted a music and drama workshop for the Ugandan children,
although we probably learned more from their talent than they did from our
teaching! They then visited Year 10 art lessons to impart a few skills in jewellery
making. With beads, strings and jewels, students are proud to be able to create their
own jewellery, which the choir then sell in order to raise money for the charity. We
also felt privileged to provide our visitors with a new experience: business classes
welcomed them into their lessons, enabling them to use computers for the ﬁrst time
in their lives. Whilst it may have appeared as though we were the ones providing the
Ugandans with a host of opportunities and privileges, in actual fact it was we who
gained the real privilege; spending time with these children who were so joyful in
the face of adversity really altered our perspective.
Throughout the day, the Ugandan choir provided us with a feast of cultural
dances and performances: they sang songs for students and staﬀ in assemblies
and enthusiastically motivated Emmanuel students to join in with their
energetic dance moves. In the evening concert, the choir performed
traditional Ugandan songs and dance routines. A small admission fee was
charged, with the money raised going to the charity itself. The evening truly
was fantastic; Year 7 student Caitlin Leverette enthused: “We have to get
them back again!” After parents, students and staﬀ were touched by these
inspirational children, one boy in Year 10 quietly pulled the youngest member
of the choir to one side and gave him his Nintendo DS console as a gift. The
young boy, who had no recollection of his parents, nor of how old he actually
was, was more than ecstatic to receive such a lovely gift – possibly the only one
in his life. Their visit was not only life-changing for the choir but for Emmanuel
College, too.
ERICA BONE 10 Carruthers & OLIVIA COSSEY 10 Blood
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ZAMBIA:
changing hearts and lives
Described as “the best two weeks of my life” by Emily Ord (12 Lawrence),
Zambia brought challenging new experiences for all the staﬀ and students
who went, leaving an impression that will stay with us for the rest of our
lives. From climbing Mount Mumpu to helping teach in schools where
the only equipment available was a pen and paper, Zambia deﬁnitely
contrasted our lives in England, giving us a new insight into life as well as a
genuine ﬂavour of African culture.
The Zambian communities we met showed the whole group that a simple
community-based lifestyle can be just as rewarding as our ‘material-heavy’
society back home. Commonplace activities such as cooking a meal took
on a whole new perspective when food was prepared outdoors on a
campﬁre rather than in a kitchen. The sense of accomplishment at having
managed to cook a meal on a real campﬁre was signiﬁcant! It was such a
pleasure to see the smiles from children at Miloso School, as they put the
ﬁnishing touches on the torches they had made in our craft lessons. Compared to
us, these people had almost nothing of material value, yet they were much more
content than we often are, as their happiness was based in their community. This
was reinforced in Miloso School as we saw why Africans are known for their singing,
with diﬀerent year groups’ choirs competing to sing in front of the English visitors!
However, one of the main highlights of the trip was to the see the work of one
inspiring woman, Donata. Seeing the injustice in Zambia to those with mental or
physical disabilities, Donata had strived to make a change by setting up a specialneeds school (one of only a couple in the entire country), even though she herself
was disabled and treated as an outcast. Visiting the school she started, which now
has over 50 pupils, showed us what one person can do if they believe in something
and act on that belief to make it a reality. It was inspirational to meet young girls
such as Hope, who had always been looked down upon but was now in a place
where she belonged.
It was therefore a privilege to host a day out for Donata School at the Ndubaluba
outdoor centre, where we were staying, and it was clear that the visit was a great
highlight for these students. The idea was to give them a sense of achievement,
whether it was by getting to the top of the climbing tower or reaching the top of
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the nearby hill – though in fact they accomplished these goals with an ease that
embarrassed a lot of the Emmanuel students and teachers, making us look unﬁt! The
day culminated in a campﬁre, where once again we were given a show with poems,
dances and songs performed by the school children.
Although we went to Zambia to work with the communities and schools like Donata
and Miloso, another aim was for the Emmanuel students to gain a new perspective
and grow as a team. This climaxed in a two-day trek up Mount Mumpu (Zambia’s
highest free-standing mountain); a challenge that many thought would be too much
for them. For some it was fear of sleeping out in the open with the bugs, for others
it was a fear of heights, but in the end the whole group pulled together to reach the
peak of Mumpu, after climbing through the bat caves in the mountain. Reaching
the top of the mountain symbolised all the hard work we had put in up to that point,
and brought home to us how close the group had become during the two weeks as
we all supported each other to reach that goal.
This was certainly a visit which left an imprint on the lives of all who were there.
Zambia powerfully changed our minds, perspectives and hearts in ways I imagine
very few other experiences ever will.
ALEX FORSTER 12 Oughton

“the best two
weeks of my
life”
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PRESSING ON IN THE
DARKNESS

After an exhausting week of exams in March, 35 Year 9 girls made their way back to
school to participate in the annual 24-hour hockey tournament. The tournament,
arranged by Mr Worth, takes place in order to raise money for Year 9’s chosen
charity; this year the money raised was donated to Children of Comrades Overseas
(COCO), a charity based in Africa which assists small unnoticed communities.
Over the course of 24 hours, everyone played 30-minute-long games, and
occasionally we were given an hour and a half to rest, eat or talk with friends. The
physical exertion of running up and down the pitch coupled with concentration and
co-ordination factors made it a tough 24 hours. As the night progressed exhaustion
kicked in and, at times, it felt virtually impossible to keep playing. Almost everyone
received a minor injury at some point during the
games which fuelled quite a few complaints and a bit
of despair. However, we recognised the importance
of our participation and were determined to press
on.
On Saturday morning, many teachers visited
to cheer us on and some even got involved
themselves, which was a huge encouragement
and gave us a timely and needed extra boost.
When it reached late afternoon everyone began
the countdown until 7pm; the remaining
hours felt like the longest hours we had ever
experienced. As 7 o’clock drew closer, more
and more parents came along to keep us
motivated and to make sure that we were full of
energy.
We all breathed a sigh of relief when, after hours
of clock watching, 7pm arrived. We could ﬁnally
go home! It was certainly a very memorable
and enjoyable experience for all of us and,
importantly, through our hard work and sheer
determination, we raised over £1,000 for
COCO.
CHARLOTTE PHAROAH 9 Renham
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POSTCARD FROM THE
KING’S ACADEMY
What a delight it is to write to you again, one year on, with us all
a little older and (hopefully) a little wiser.
Your sister school in Middlesbrough is doing really well. We
have had a fantastic year, with many students working hard and
achieving their personal best. Alongside their academic studies,
our students have participated in a full and rich programme
of house and school activities, not least in sport, music and
drama. One highlight of the year for us was the ESF Olympics,
hosted by Emmanuel College, where our four schools competed
against each other in a range of sporting disciplines. It was
good for new friendships to be established between us and for older friendships to
be maintained. Other highlights included the ESF Business Game (won in style by
Team Synapse from Emmanuel College) and the Sixth Form PTE Conferences. We
shared our ‘South’ PTE Conference with Trinity Academy, ﬁnding the day to be both
thought-provoking and inspirational.
It is great to be part of the ESF family and it is so reassuring to know that the four
schools are all there to help each other and support each other through the school
year. One example of this was the visit from Ofsted Inspectors that we received
in April, the outcome of which we were able to share with our sister schools. We
were given the grading of “a good school”, which we were pleased with. Similarly,
when it comes to examinations and curriculum subjects, our four schools share their
expertise with one another, to help ensure students in all of the four schools receive
the best education possible.
As for exam results, we are so proud of all that is achieved by the students across the
Emmanuel Schools Foundation. Our own GCSE students achieved 89% 5+ A*-C,
and 59% when including English and mathematics. At A- Level, our students gained
88% A*-C grades and 100% A*-E grades. This record-breaking year has proven,
once again, that with hard work and determination, truly exceptional things can be
achieved.
One of Middlesbrough’s most famous sons is Captain James Cook (1728 – 1779),
the explorer and navigator. He explored the globe, discovering previously unknown
countries and drawing detailed maps of the places he had visited. New Zealand’s
highest mountain, Mount Cook, is named after the great man. It is the same sense
of adventure and discovery that we are seeking to instil in the students of The King’s
Academy, and across the Foundation. We want each of you to explore new lands,
set sail into the unknown, try new things, push boundaries, overcome barriers and
discover the amazing. If you do, you may even surprise yourself at what can be
achieved! I am reminded of the verse in Jeremiah 29 v11: “ For I know the plans I
have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans
to give you hope and a future.”
Are you ready to set sail?
CHRIS DREW Principal
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POSTCARD FROM TRINITY
ACADEMY
2012-13 has seen Trinity making good progress on many fronts. We have enjoyed
four school plays: ‘Hamlet’, the whole-school production of ‘We Will Rock You, the
Music of Queen’, ‘The Wind in the Willows’ performed by Key Stage 3 students, and
the Sixth-Form production of ‘The Prince of Denmark’. In sport our Year 10 boys
won the Doncaster Schools football trophy, and the girls’ Senior Rounders team won
the Doncaster trophy. It has been pleasing to see achievement in all areas, including
our students representing Yorkshire in hockey, tennis and rugby, and swimming in
the British team. We continue to beneﬁt from our friends in the foundation schools
and rejoice in the success of Emmanuel College and The King’s Academy in respect
of successful OFSTED inspections and the advice and guidance that they pass on
to us. In addition, the friendships formed at the PTE conference, Pumas, Lions, The
ESF Olympics, Tall Ships and the Zambia Trip will endure and blossom in the years
to come. Our theme for Prize Giving this year was ‘Doing hard things’, and it is our
hope that every one of our stakeholders will be able to use their experience of our
schools to overcome the challenges of life, career and family in order to do the hard
things well. This is our prayer for all of our sister-schools in 2013-14.
Let me wish you all a wonderful 2013-14 and I send greetings from tropical South
Yorkshire.

IAN BREW Principal

The photo is of Cameron Brandon ( Year 13) who saved two lives at sea
and Aiden Redmile (Royal Marines) former Trinity student, both of whom
have ‘done hard things’.
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POSTCARD FROM
BEDE ACADEMY
The start of the year was another landmark for Bede Academy when doors
to the new sixth-form building were opened to Year 12 students. We now
look forward to the new academic year when we will have students from
Nursery to Year 13 for the ﬁrst time since opening in 2009.
Throughout 2012-2013 students have once again excelled. The GCSE
results and best-ever Year 6 SATs were hugely encouraging and were
the product of much hard work by students. There were many other
achievements, too many to mention all, but below are snippets of some of
the challenges and experiences enjoyed.
The Academy’s ﬁrst Shakespeare production Romeo and Juliet was a huge
success. The Academy Choir joined the Pearl of Africa Choir for a superb evening
of music, and the Bede Choir also performed at The Sage Gateshead in Prom Praise
North East. Carrie Watts was chosen as The Young Musician of the Year, and Bede
South held another successful Summer Concert showcasing the talents of the young
musicians in Primary Years.
In the ﬁeld of sport, Connall Martin was selected to train with The Falcons Rugby
Club and Cameron Sharp was named Young Sailor of the Year by the Royal
Northumberland Yacht Club in Blyth. Many of our other young sportsmen and
women enjoyed a successful year: the Pumas and Lions’ tours, and selection for
County championships in rugby, netball and athletics. All were recognised for their
contribution to sport at the Annual Sports Awards Dinner in July. We also must not
forget our Year 4 tennis team who became Northumberland County Champions this
year.
Year 8 members of the Academy’s STEM Club enjoyed the challenge of the ﬁnals
of the VEX Competition at London’s ExCel Centre, competing against much
more experienced engineers. Many students are working towards their Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award. Local businesses came into the Academy for a hugely successful
Enterprise Day, and students extended their work in the community. Students also
ventured abroad this year, with trips to Berlin and Normandy as well as many local
and regional visits throughout the year.
We have also enjoyed events with our sister schools: Tall Ships, the sports tours
mentioned above, ESF Olympics, performing with Emmanuel College at Prom Praise
North East and, for the ﬁrst time, the Sixth Form Conference. Also, Year 12 students
joined others from our sister schools for an absolutely amazing experience in Zambia
coping with ‘bucket’ showers, some interesting spiders and the occasional snake,
learning some of the local language and traditions, working with disabled children,
preparing and teaching lessons to groups of secondary students, visiting ill families
in the remotest of rural villages, climbing a mountain through a large bat cave … and
the list could go on! No doubt, enduring friendships have developed through all of
these links.
To round oﬀ the year, we were honoured to welcome General the Lord Richard
Dannatt to our Presentation Day and it is ﬁtting to end with his message to students:
Follow ABC in your life - Aim high, be the Best you can possibly be, and show great
Courage, both moral and physical in all that you do in 2013-2014.
On behalf of all at Bede Academy may I wish you the very best for 2013-2014.

GWYNETH EVANS Principal
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MONTHLY REVIEW
In September, the Autumn Term began just as the Paralympic Games
were drawing to a close in London, having seen record crowds and record
numbers of athletes and countries taking part. Continuing the sporting
theme in College, cross-country, our ﬁrst House event, was a great success
too. Several students and staﬀ did admirably well in the Great North Run
and Junior Great North Run, despite the inclement weather.
Hurricane Sandy brought devastation to New
York in October and was calculated to be the second
costliest tropical storm in US history. Austrian Felix
Baumgartner became the ﬁrst man to break the sound
barrier unaided, also setting new records for the highest
manned balloon ﬂight and fastest speed of freefall, as
he leapt 128,000 ft from a capsule lifted by a helium
balloon into the stratosphere. Dramatic things were also
taking place in College with a jam-packed Biology week, including a visit from the
BBC’s Dallas Campbell, students investigating their own DNA, and our very own CSI
workshop!
Barack Obama was re-elected as US president in November,
and in his victory speech challenged his Republican opponents
to work with him to move the country forward. A spirit of
co-operation was displayed in College as we enjoyed an
inspirational visit from the Pearl of Africa Choir and took part in
fundraising for them, forging links which we trust will continue
for years to come. The annual Blythswood shoebox appeal also
gave an opportunity for students and their families to show
generosity across cultural boundaries, and we were pleased as a
school to send many lovingly packed boxes to needy children.
The festive spirit was strong and Mr Steer’s jokes were with us as
usual as December brought around the famed annual Christmas
Cracker. Students and teachers alike battled to win the glorious
prize of a tin of sweets in the ﬁercely fought contest. Meanwhile,
the Duchess of Cambridge was being treated in hospital, suﬀering
from severe morning sickness, and the nation rejoiced at the
announcement of her pregnancy and the prospect of a royal
baby. Christmas Eve brought ﬂooding in the South of England,
and Christmas Day’s cheer took the form of over 30 tornadoes
ploughing through the southern United States.
In January it was announced that Dr Curtis Cooper,
an American mathematician, had discovered a new
prime number – the largest ever known at 17.4 million
digits! January was also a prime time for celebration
for the Emmanuel College students who successfully
ﬁnished their Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award and had
the privilege of travelling to St James’s Palace, London,
to receive their awards from the Earl of Wessex.
February brought acclaim for the actors and actresses in College, as the musical
‘Fiddler on the Roof’ was a smashing success. From the incredible choreography to
the stage eﬀects and backstage work, not to mention stunning performances by the
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cast themselves, every aspect of the production would please the hardest critics. On
11th February, Pope Benedict XVI announced his intention to resign at the end of the
month, becoming the ﬁrst Pope to resign since Gregory XII in 1415.
Success and achievement were the key words in March,
both globally and in College. Emmanuel’s F1 team
accomplished great success competing in the national ﬁnals
of the ‘F1 In Schools’ Competition in London, after blazing
through the regional heats. Their achievements were
further recognised by Newcastle University, who invited the
team to be STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) ambassadors, speaking at a variety of future
events. In world news, Pope Francis was elected and inaugurated as the 266th Pope
of the Catholic Church, the ﬁrst Pope in at least 600 years to be elected while another
one was still alive.
April was marked by the death of Margaret Thatcher,
one of Britain’s most memorable Prime Ministers. She
passed away on 8th April, with her ceremonial funeral
held in London on the 17th. Meanwhile, lives could be
saved because of the invention of four GCSE technology
students, who won the IBM Smarter Planet prize at the
Big Bang National Science and Engineering Competition
for their project, ‘Safe House System’.
The Ofsted team arrived in May to perform an inspection and
we were rated Outstanding in every category, leaving the
inspectors impressed and our community pleased and proud.
After 26 years in charge, Sir Alex Ferguson retired as manager
of Manchester United, having won 38 trophies, including 13
league titles, two Champions League crowns, ﬁve FA Cups and
four League Cups.
Students jetted oﬀ to foreign climes to explore destinations
including the Netherlands, Switzerland and Italy in June during
our annual Activities Week. For some, it meant staying closer to
home and sharing in community-improvement projects, visiting
local places of worship, historical attractions in Northumberland
or an impromptu change of activities for an indoor Science
in Action day. Meanwhile, in world political news, millions
took part in protests across Egypt on 30th June, after the ﬁrst
anniversary of President Mohammed Morsi’s inauguration, which
resulted in a change of government.
Britain celebrated a month of sporting
excellence in July. We had our own
Sports Day, with all three Houses valiantly
competing for the ultimate title, and Romans
taking the cup at the end of the day by the
smallest of margins. Pride for the country
came in the form of tennis legend Andy
Murray, who became the ﬁrst British man in
77 years to win a Wimbledon singles ﬁnal.
JAMES HAIKNEY 12 Clarke & SARAH JAMES 12 Williams
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STAFF OF 2012-2013
THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
Mr J Winch - Principal
Mr S Grant - Vice Principal
(Pastoral Oversight)
Mr M Hall - Vice Principal
(16-19 Achievement)
Mr M Waterﬁeld - Vice Principal
(11-16 Achievement)
Mr T Sims - Assistant Vice Principal
(CPD, Teaching and Learning)
Mr G Steer - Assistant Vice Principal
(Events and Specialism)
THE SENIOR BOARD
Mr S Gill - Senior Tutor
Mr J James - Head of Sixth Form
Mrs D McDonnell - Senior Teacher (Learning)
PASTORAL HEADS
Mr D Greenshields
Mr P Ingham
Mr T Oakes
Mr N Ogborn
Mrs L Simblet
Mrs A Spurr
Mrs A Young
ART
Miss J Butterﬁeld (Head of Department)
Mrs S Cockell
Mrs S Oakes
BUSINESS EDUCATION
Mr S Robson (Head of Department)
Mr G Clarke (Head of Economics)
Mr S Hennessey (Head of ICT)
Miss D Baker
Mr J Griﬃths
Mrs L Rowland
Mrs L Simblet
Mr N Wiecek
Mr D Williams
DRAMA
Mrs P Wells (Head of Department)
Miss K Griﬃn
ENGLISH
Mrs M Green (Head of Department)
Miss H Charnley
Mrs S Cox
Miss A Fairhurst
Mr S Grant
Mrs A Hobson
Mrs D McDonnell
Mrs M McHugh
Mrs H Murthy
Miss P Osterman
Mr A Oughton

Miss J Philipson
Mrs R Scott
Mrs M Wooler
GEOGRAPHY
Mr L Yellowley (Head of Department)
Miss A Colquitt
Mr A Farquhar
Mrs K Heptinstall
Mr T Sims
HISTORY
Mr S Bees (Head of Department)
Mrs G Buckley
Miss J Davidson
Mr S Gill
Mr J James
Mr D McQuoid
Mr N Ogborn
INDIVIDUALISED LEARNING
Miss N Swan
Mrs S Cockell
MATHEMATICS
Mr D Ridley (Head of Department)
Mrs G Barrass
Mr A Bridgewater
Mr W Cumming
Miss G Foster
Mrs K Fuller
Mr P Lawrence
Mr J Lloyd
Dr S Parkhurst
Miss S Parkinson
Mrs R Renshaw
Mr B Wood
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Mr T Oliver (Head of Department)
Mrs A Allen
Miss A Anthony
Mrs J Moss
Mrs K Roberts
Mrs A Spurr
Mrs A Young
Mrs A Neibig
Mrs R Brown
Mrs R Magee
MUSIC
Dr M Lynch (Head of Department)
Mrs S Durant
Mr J Walton
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mr S Leonard (Head of Department)
Mr A Barlow
Mrs J Begg
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Mr P Ingham
Miss R Renham
Miss E Robinson
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Mr P McKenzie (Head of Department)
Mr P Buckley
Mrs E Dickinson
Mr D Greenshields
Mr D Schneider
Miss J Thompson (Community & Ethos)
Miss M Watters
Mr J Wood

SCIENCE
Mr S Layﬁeld (Head of Department)
Mr T Oakes
Dr D Howe (Head of Biology)
Mr L Blood
Miss P Carruthers
Mr M Hall
Miss N Milburn
Miss K Powell
Mr J Ward
Dr R Bulmer (Head of Chemistry)
Dr A Irwin
Dr S Massen
Mr D Osman
Mr W Smith
Mr R Stewart
Mr C Farrelly (Head of Physics)
Mr A Rear
Miss B Milburn
Mrs C Tully
TECHNOLOGY
Mr P Ogden (Head of Department)
Mr D Hagon (Head of Electronics)
Mr S Rear (Head of Engineering)
Mrs L Glover
Mr S Gooch
Mr J Honey
Mr K Miah
Mr D Mustard
Mr C Peterson
Mr G Phillips
Mr G Steer
Mr G Thompson
SUPPORT STAFF
Mrs S Longton (P.A. to the Principal)
ACADEMIC OFFICE
Dr K Benbow
Mrs L Rickman
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Miss P Turnbull (Head of Department)
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Mrs C Boath
Mrs A Glaister
Mrs M Jackson
Mrs C Thompson
Mrs A Whiteley
AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES
Mr S Richardson (Audiovisual Services Manager)
Mrs V Dixon
Mrs S Fingleton
Mr R Metcalf
Mr G Nattrass
BUILDING SERVICES
Mr J Smith (Facilities Manager)
Mr D Peel
Mr T Alexander
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Mrs P Everitt (Finance Oﬃcer)
Mrs J Allinson
HOUSE MANAGERS
Mrs M Banks (Galatians)
Mrs G Lisk (Corinthians)
Mrs S Rogerson (Romans)
LEARNING SUPPORT
Miss J Bowden
Mrs G Corner
Mrs S Stewart
Mrs R Saul
LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICES
Mr J Johnson (Head of Department)
Miss J Philipson
NETWORK SERVICES
Mr C Middlemas (Network Services Manager)
Mr B Hullah
Mr A Lewis
PE DEPARTMENT
Mr S Worth
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Mrs J Atkinson (Senior Science Technician)
Mr B Buckley
Mrs L Herring
Miss K Stephenson
Mrs S Stewart
TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT
Mr D Runciman
Mr S Thomas

